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Foreword
The two small photos on the lower left and fight sides of the cover of
this volume tell the all-too familiar signs of the social issue which the topic of
this book hopes to addressmthe poor's lack of decent housin$ Time and again,
the acquisition of a decent shelter has remained as one of the most daunting
tasks for many of the lower income population to achieve. Most of them occupy
unsafe, overcrowded shanties within slum settlements or in makeshift dwellings,
where access to safe water and good sanitation are serious problems. The problem
is even more pronounced in the urban areas and given the speed at which
urbanization continues to spread to many cities and municipalities all over the
country, the magnitude of this problem may be bigger than expected.
For many years, the government has attempted to help by providing
housing subsidies: either in the form of low-cost subsidized housing units or as
rental ceilings on housing units. Thus, year after year, large fiscal resources are
being expended from public funds to finance these subsidy programs. Despite
this, however, homelessness, unauthorized housing and lack of decent housing
remain to be a major headache. Why? What has been the problem? Where md
how did the programs fail, if they indeed did?
Hopefully, this volume can help provide some answers and aid our
policymakers and development
planners in shaping more meaningful and
effective policies and legislation on the provision of shelter to the country's
poor.

Mario BtLamberte

iIIPresident

xi

, Ph.D.

Preface

The publication of this book comes at an auspicious time. The
government faces a huge fiscal deficit that it plans to tame by 2006. The target
is a budget surplus in that year. To accomplish this goal, the government has to
be more judicious in its spending and more determined in its revenue collection.
It is thus a favorable time to review its expenditure pattern, the allocation of
scarce public resources among competing demands, especially, the various
sfibsidies intended to correct for market failure.
t

In addition, it has to re-examine its role in an open, deregulated and
liberalized economy that calls for governments to play an enabling role in the
market and to weavean appropriate regulatory framework that ensures consumer
safety and welfare. To use a cliche, it has to "reiavent itself" by shedding off
interventions, such as the type of housing subsidies analyzed in this book, that
distort the market and weaken the incentive for private sector participation in
the economy.
The findings of the book indeed casts a challenge to policymakers to
redesign the housing subsidy approach that willprovide access to decent shelter
by as many low-income households as possible. The current housing subsidy
schemes are provided at a huge fiscal cost and create incentive problems for
various players in the housing market_ Those subsidies have benefited mostly
the nonpoor and not the intended beneficiaries--the low-income households.
In this light, we invite the government to review its role in the housing
market. The housing market does not seem to efficiently function not because
of a lack of government presence in that market; rather, it is inefficient because
of very heavy government intervention that tends to stifle private sector
participation. Allowing greatersector private participation in the housingmatket
and providing formore competitive financial marketswill enable the government
to focus its scarce resources to the most needy households and to realize its
objective of providing shelter to a greater number of the poor.
At this point, we will be remiss in our duty and violate time-honored
"utang ng loob" if we do not acknowledge the following persons who have

x_i

helped shaped the book in its present form through their invaluable comments
and suggestions: Zorayda Amelia Alonzo, Antonio Hidalgo, Gonzalo Jurado,
Tom Zearley, Jose Antonio League, Tom Glaessner, McDonald Benjamin,
Lawrence Hanna, Marcelo Bueno and Joselito Gallardo. We acknowledge the
funding support provided by the World Bank to the HUDCC that made possible
the preparation of a report on which this study was based. We also would like
to acknowledge the able assistance of the following: our excellent associates,
Maria Teresa Sanchez and Marie Christine Tang, Mary Ann Dizon, and the
technical staff of HUDCC and Pag-Ibig Ftifid for data and various information.]
We apologize to those whose names might have been inadvertently omitted in
this acknowledgment.
Any error in this book is ours.
Ad Maiorem Dei Gloriam
The Authors
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Introduction

Rationale
or the period 1993-1998, the government
estimated
that
approximately 3.7 million new housing units were needed. On
the other hand, renovation and upgrading of old housing units
would have involved another 1.3 million units for the same period. The
rapid formation of new households,
especially in urban areas, has
contributed to an acute demand for housing that has not been adequately
met by the supply side of the market. The demand-supply
gap is mostly
noticeable at the lower end of the housing market as the poorer households
failed to get access to decent housing. In turn, the government
has
intervened in the housing market to make it more responsive to demand,
especially of the poor households. Government intervention consism of
regulatory, production and financing measures.
This study is concerned with housing subsidies,' one of the principal
instruments the government uses to provide targeted households access
to decent housing either by making available low-cost, subsidized housing
units or by imposing rental ceilings on housing units. A review of the
housing subsidy program is critical from a public policy standpoint.
First, the fiscal resources used in subsidy programs, especially those
targeted to a very large segment of the population, are nontrivial. Those
resources have competing, alternative uses and thus, any n-fisaUocation of
resources
imposes costs to society. Scarce fiscal resources have their
alternative demands and appropriate public policy requires that the social
benefits from the housing subsidies exceed the social cost of those
subsidies. This study uses social cost-benefit analysis as the framework of
analysis for housing interventions. The total fiscal resources devoted to
subsidies, given their alternative uses, are used to measure the social
costs.
The magnitude
of the subsidies
captured by the intended
beneficiaries as well as the public goods arising from better housing

1See Annex 1.1. for a brief review of literature on housing subsidies. Most of the
studies on housing ,subsidies have been done in developed countries. We are not aware
of any local studies on housing subsidy.
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conditions of the poor such as better sanitation and improved social
cohesion are indications of the social benefits.
Second, the housing subsidies target the relatively poor members
of society. It is important to Fred out whether the target beneficiaries are
indeed the actual, beneficiaries of the subsidies.
Third, apart from the determination of the fiscal cost or burden and
the incidence of benefits of housing subsidies, it. is equally important to
assess how the incentive structure created by the subsidy schemes has
affected the behavior of economic agents, i.e., borrowers, private banks,
private developers, public housing agencies, policymakers, legislators,
and how these relate to the objective of making housing markets more
efficient. Efficiency refers to the larger market role of private agents in the
production,
financing
and distribution
of housing units, with the
government and the housing agencies providing a favorable environment
for private sector participation in the housing market.
Objectives
The study aims to:
(a)
measure the different types of subsidies provided in the
housing sector;
(b)
determine the incidence of benefits of the subsidies;
(c)
identify who bears the burden of the subsidies; and
(d)
recommend alternative options for providing subsidies to
rite most deserving beneficiaries.
The study is organized into eight sections. After the introductory
chapter on the rationale and objectives of the study comes Chapter 2, a
discussion of the policy framework of the housing subsidies. Chapter 3
describes the government's housing subsidy programs. Chapter 4 presents
the research design used in the study. Chapter 5 discusses the estimated
magnitude of the subsidies and Chapter 6, the estimated incidence of the
housing subsidies. Chapter 7 discusses the incentive problems created by
the present housing subsidy programs.
The last chapter gives the study's conclusions and recommendations,
including an alternative subsidy scheme.

In_oduc_on
_tnnex

1.1. Brief review

3
of literature

on housing

subsidies

•Were markets complete and perfectly competitive, subsidies, like
taxes, would only create distortions and lead to welfare loss for the society.
However, markets are, more often than not, incomplete and imperfect.
Cases of externalities, public goods, imperfect competition and increasing
returns to scale in production characterize market failure. Hence, subsidies
are provided to correct these market-induced inefficiencies.
The housing market is a case in point. Several authors have described
how market failure arises in the housing sector, arguing for, among other
forms of government intervention, the provision of subsidies. The problem,
then, lies in the form of subsidy that should be given.
Housing subsidies (explicit or implici0 are commonly of the
following types:
• public housing
• rent controls
• rent supplements
• income tax benefits
• loans at interest rates below-market
• mortgage insurance and guarantees
Since the overall impact of any one of these subsidies is potentially
large, it is important to analyze carefully how each program works and
how each affects the different sectors of the economy.
On the demand side, housing subsidies generally work by lowering
the price of housing services or by increasing households'
disposable
income. The standard approach to analyzing the impact of a housing
subsidy is to first measure its effect on the price of housing. The magnitude
of price reduction influences demand which changes according to its
price elasticity. Through this price reduction effect, subsidies correct existing
market failures in the housing market. However, to the extent that subsidies
are not well targeted or that an inappropriate subsidy is provided,
inefficiency or "deadweight loss" is introduced, aggravating the original
market condition.
Using this analytical framework, several computational i_ues follow.
Among these are:
• how to quantify (i.e., estimate the monetary value) the different
types of Subsidies
• how to estimate the effect on housing prices of the subsidies
• how to estimate the effect of the price changes on consumer
behavior
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•

how to calculate
deadweight
loss and the distribution
of
benefits and losses among different groups (e.g., income class,
tenure groups).

In addition to the question of efficiency, another important concern
is the issue of equity--both
horizontal
and vertical. Horizontal
equity
refers to the distribution
of net benefits among different groups (e.g.,
tenure groups) belonging
to the same income class while vertical equity
pertains to the distribution
of net benefits across income groups. How to
measure the distribution
of cosLs and benefits and thus, identify the losers
and gainers, is likewise a major concern in the housing literature.
The ensuing
sections
review literature
dealing
with the
methodological
issues, starting with the quantification
of subsidies
measurement
of losses and benefits.
Quantifying

above
to the

subsidies

The methodology
for quantifying
subsidies varies according to the
type of subsidy.
The main concern,
nonetheless,
is to measure
the
difference between the observable
subsidized
price and the unobservable
market price of the same housing unit. The literature, thus far reviewed,
has concentrated
on three types of subsidies: (i) rental subsidy on public
housing; (ii) rent control; and (LiD income tax exemptions.
Annex 3.3 in
Chapter 3 summarizes the different methodologies
used to measure housing
subsidies.
Rent

subsidy

on publ_

housing.

tenants arise due to the lower-than-market
on these units. The subsidy's
magnitude
(i) the actual rent paid on the unit and

Subsidies

to public

housing

rents that government
charges
is thus the difference
between
(ii) the market rent of the same

unit (adjusted
for other factors such as management
and maintenance
costs, depreciation
rate, return on housing and capital gain). Several studies
used survey data to obtain the actual rent of a unit. On the other hand,
estimation of the imputed market rent basically followed two approaches.
Robinson (1981) simply used a quadratic relationship between house
sale prices and their gross rateable
values. _ However,
as Hills (1991)
pointed

out, this approach

ignores

a number

of questions

about

housing

•Rateable values, as defined in Hills (1991), are the valuations of dwellings made in
England to give the tax base for the U.K. local property tax.
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characteristics.
What he and other authors did was to estimate housing
values from a hedonic
price index.
A hedonic
price is estimated
from the various
characteristics
of
housing units--number
of rooms, location of the unit, age of the structure,
etc. The set of characteristics
used vary from one study to another, usually
depending
on the availability of data. Hills (1991), for instance, adopted
the variables (i) region, (ii) "rateable value", (iii) number of rooms in the
property,
(iv) construction
date, (v) dwelling type and (vi) whether the
property includes a garage. Walker and Marsh (1993) and Agrawal (1988),
on the other hand, concentrated
only on three variables---number
of
bedrooms,
type of dwelting and geographical
location.
Tax expendftures,
Several studies for the United States and the
United Kingdom have been done to estimate the impact of tax expenditure
subsidies. Tax expenditures
refer to a number of housing-related
exclusions
from income taxation that are available to owner-occupiers.
Among these
are the imputed rental income on owner-occupied
housing, b capital gains
from house sale, and deductions
from taxable income of mortgage interest
and property
taxes.
The measurement
of tax expenditures
is based on existing tax rates
for the different income groups and for the different types of transactions.
For imputed rental income, Walker and Marsh (1993) computed the subsidy
as the difference
between
(i) the marginal tax rate times the value of
occupied
dwelling
times the real rate of return on housing," and (ii)
deductible
housing
expenditure
(which
includes
maintenance
and
expenditure).
Incorporating
capital gains into the analysis, Robinson (1981)
simply added a subsidy as the sum of (i) the marginal
income tax rate
times the average imputed rent and (ii) the capital gains tax rate times the
average annual appreciation
of housing.
Rent

_

There

is almost universal

agreement

that rent controls

are inefficient and should be resorted to only as a short-run response to
abnormal market conditions.
Nonetheless,
governments
continue to use
bThe subsidy at'ise_due to the differential treatment (in U.S. and U.K. tax laws) of
income from house rentals (which is subjected to taxes) and the imputed rent income
from owner-occupied houses (which is not subject to tax).
'The value of occupied housing was estimated via hedonic pricing while the teal
rate of return on housing was proxied by the average Treasury bill and building society
mortgage interest rate.
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rent control to make housing affordable for renters, who usually belong
to the lower income groups.
The analysis of rent controls largely follows that of public housing
rent subsidy. Gyourko and Linneman (1989) defined subsidy as the
difference between (i) a controlled unit's actual rent and (ii) its estimated
uncontrolled
rent, The latter variable .is estimated via a hedonic rent
equation expressed as a function of housing traits (house condition, age,
number of rooms, amenities, etc.) and tenancy duration.
Tax exemption
on public
housing
bonds. Solomon (1974)
defined this type of subsidy as the revenue foregone due to the exemption
of interest payments on public housing bonds from income taxes, net of
the interest cost saving to the government associated with tax-exempt
bonds. He estimated the interest cost saving as the difference between
tax-exempt bonds and fully taxable bonds (proxied by corporate bonds
with the same credit category and maturity). Hence,
j--15

I = EBj (a_- a_
j=l
where:
I
= value of federal interest Cost saving
Bj
= value of public housing bond issue
a
--- monthly payment needed to amortize a loan of $1 on a
0.0703 interest rate
40-year corporate bond
am
= monthly payment needed to amortize a loan of $1 on a
0.0554 interest rate
40-year public housing bond
On the other hand, Solomon estimated the foregone revenue by
multiplying the annual income from interest payments by the respective
average marginal tax rates:
i=ls
V = Z (Bj-y-t)
where:
j= 1
F
=
annum value of foregone revenue
B.
=
value of bond issue
-I
y
=
average annual interest payment on corporate bonds
per $1000
i"
=
weighted average marginal tax rate

2
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Philippine Policy Framework
on HousingSubsidies

Homeownership

C_
such

vs. access

to decent

shelter

households'
largest
and most widely
owned
asset.
To
substantially
improveexpenditure
the conditions
the targeted Itsectors,
ousing is a major
item forof households.
is the
as tl3e poor's access to housing,
the Philippine
govermnent
has

provided
subsidies

subsidies
that are expected
to bring down housing costs. The
in the housing markets are meant to enable the majority of the

population
to afford
lower cost.

housing

units

that are made

available

to them

at a

The prewliling
public viewpoint
is that every household
must own
.'i house, no matter how humble it may be. Its opposite,
renting a house,
is a less preferred,
second best situation.
Home ownership
is preferred
because
of the assurance
of a place to live in, ks investment
value, the
status given by society to home ownership
and the uncertainties
of its
opposite_renting.
Private honlebuilders
have reinforced
the policy bias
for homeownership
by declaring
that the National Shelter Program (NSP)
targets can be attained given adequate
l:unding frol_n the government.
This policy h.as led the government
to try raising as much funding
as possible to realize homeownership
by households,
especially
by the
low-income
group, to make housing units available as cheaply as can be
provided.
Making
cheap
funds available
became
synonymous
with
providing
interest subskties to prospective
homeowners,
as well as other
types of subsidies
to the housing sector in general. Thus, the NSP has
four major programs
that :ire largely subsidized
and are all intended
for
home production
and ownership.
These are mortgage
financing,
direct
housing production
for low and marginal income families, development
loans and community
progr.'nns.
However,
econpmic
status
Not everyone

the prewfiling
of the potential

in society

bias for homeownership,
regardless
of
owner, rests on the wrong assumption.

can afford

to buy and own

always be a segment
of society that is too poor
think of purchasing
a housing unit, but nevertheless,

a house.

There

will

and destitute
to even
needs decent shelter.
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In fact, even in developed countries, homeownership
is available only to
some 55 percent (Singapore) or at most, 65 percent (United States) of the
population. Thus, the real problem is not how to provide everyone a
house to own, rather, it is how to provide access to decent shelter through
(1) renting out by tile private sector, (2) ownership by individuals through
purchase or private transfer (e.g., through inheritance, donation) or (3)
renting out public housing to certain sectors of society (e.g., the bottom
poor).
The bias for homeownership
has created a huge t'Lscalburden on
society and the wrong incentive structure for efficient private sector
participation in the housing markets? The end result is a huge burden
that may prove to be very disproportionate
tO the government's ability to
muster resources for the housing sector, let alone oilier sectors.
An important dimension of the housing markets is the neglected
role of the private financial system in moving resources to a potentially
profitable housing market. The hard reality is that the government does
not have the resources to Finance a very costly program that seeks to
provide access to housing units to all sectors of society. Unless private
resources are effectively harnessed to meet the huge demand for housing,
and unless the government directs its subsidies to those most in need and
in the most transparent way, the huge demand for decent shelter will
remain unsatisfied. However, given inappropriate policies and incentives,
the private sector will avoid risking its own resources to the housing
markets, and instead, follow the line of !least resistance: let government
produce all tile monies it can to build homes and to make them available
in the form of subsidized loans to private iparties. The agency relationship
between private parties and governmenl effectively transfers the credit
risk to the government and profits to intermediate agents.
Finally, while a case may be made for providing direct or indirect
subsidies to targeted beneficiaries, it is equally compelling to have a
transparent policy framework for housing subsidies. This means that society
knows who actually benefits from subsidies, who pays for them and the
tbrm the subsidies take, e.g., direct grants, The subsidy policy framework
rnust also ensure that the subsidies provided are fiscally sustainable
in
tile sense that the opportunity
costs of housing subsidies and the
government's budgetary constraint are considered in the design of those
subsidies.

See Chapter 7 for a dL,;cussionof incentive problems in the housing markets_
i
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Philippine
housing
subsidies:
how they work,
who they benefit and their implications
on the budget
The nominal beneficiaries of the housing subsidies may differ from
the actual beneficiaries. There are several reasons behind this phenomenon.
First, weak or flawed targeting mechanisms allow the unintended
beneficiaries to capture the subsidies that the state offers. Typically, the
unintended
beneficiaries are better educated (and sometimes, better
connected politically), and can present themselves as worthy beneficiaries
of government
subsidy programs to the prejudice of the intended
beneficiaries. This has happened not only in the housing subsidy programs
but also in other government subsidy programs.
A second reason may be the imperfections arising from the transfer
mechanisms. The transfer of subsidies occurs through institutions such as
banks or lending institutions that may be biased against the intended
beneficiaries
who mostly come from the low-income
group. High
transaction costs, information asymmetry and perception of high credit
risks prevent poor households from accessing tile financial markets. The
literature points out that banks or lending institutions tend to ration credit
among intended beneficiaries and to cater to the more creditworthy
segment of the borrowing population, tile high-income group. 3
Third, the present housing subsidy programs may have created the
wrong incentives to encourage the participation in the housing markets
of borrowers, lenders, developers and even public housing agencies.
Formula lending, which until recently, was practiced
by financial
institutions, does not recognize the borrowers' lack of capacity to pay.
Thus, regardless
of lack of capacity to pay or to incur additional
indebtedness, borrowers are encouraged or attracted to take a housing
loan because it is accessible. Entitlement to the housing loan is an outcome
of formula lending.
On the other lmnd, private agents, i.e., private developers or lending
institutions, have no incentive to really screen out those who cannot
repay the loan. because the government, through the National Home
Mortgage Finance Corporation (NHMFC), automatically takes out the loan
exposure from them. Thus, one may very well argue that under the present
housing subsidy policy framework, private institutions participate in the

_Aspointed out in Llamo(1990), incomplete informationand in some instances,
the lack of it,prevents the realizationof loan contractsbetween formalfinancialintermediariesand numerous rural borrowers.
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government's housing progran_s, especially the "socialized" programs if
these are subsidized. This is to say that the private marketplace for housing
cannot flourish given a flawed incentive structure
that m()tivates
participation only because the government is prepared to assume the full
burden and risk of those housing programs.
In a situation where there is limited available funding while
competing demand for such funds is high, a fundamental issue facing
government policymakers in the housing sector is how to allocate the
limited public sector resources to their most efficient alternative use. In
particxflar, it is critical for government to use those resources efficiently
by establishing a more effective system of providing subsidies to those
who really need them.
Effective targeting of subsidies requires a transparent housing subsidy
policy, effective identification of beneficiaries, a knowledge of the amount
of subsidies that the public sector can bear, and awareness of the economic
agents that shoulder the actual burden of the subsidies. Knowing the
actual beneficiaries as well as the agents bearing the burden is important
in designing efficient and effective housing subsidies. This is a vital input
to the overall housing policy framework.
The budgetary implication of housing subsidies should not be
underestimated. The housing subsidy program involves huge transfers of
resources to private individuals. Thus, knowing the extent of subsidization
and the distribution of ,-_ubsidy benefits could help the government's
housing policy. This is even more critical as government faces tough
budget constraints.

3

I
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The Government's Housing

Subsidy Programs
Brief overview

involved in the direct production and provision of housing
uring
the 1970s
and up
mid-1980s,
the government
was
and related
services
and toit the
imposed
rent control
in an attempt
to make housing more accessible to the low- and middle-income groups.
It also initiated the creation of a secondary mortgage system operated
through the National Home Mortgage Finance Corporation (NHMFC) that
purchased the mortgages of loan-originating
financial institutions. The
NHMFC drew funding from the Home Development Mutual Fund (HDMF),
paying 12.75 percent per annum. Those funds were then lent to HDMF
members at subsidized interest rates.
In 1987, to rationalize the housing sector, the Aquino government
created, through Executive Order No. 90, the Housing and Urban
Development Coordinating Council (HUDCC), the highest policymaking
and coordinating body for urban and housing development. It formulates
policies and guidelines to accomplish the National Shelter Program, a
scheme intended to deal with the housing backlog. HUDCC coordinates,
monitors and exercises oversight functions over the activities of government
housing agencies such as the National Housing Authority (NHA), NHMFC,
Home Insurance Guaranty Corporation (HIGC) 4, and the Housing and
Land Use Regulatory Board (HLRB). NHA is the sole government agency
responsible for housing production. The HDMF, Social Security System
(SSS) and Government Service insurance System (GSIS) provide funds to
the NHMFC which is tasked to administer the government's Unified Home
Lending Program (UHLP).
The UHLP distinguishes
"socialized" housing from "economic"
housing and maintains different financing approaches and regulations in
each of these categories. EO 90 enlists the support and cooperation of
_

HIGC is now called the Home Guaranty Corporation (HGC) by virtue of RePublic
Act 8763 (March 7, 2000) that provided it a new mandate: to pursue the development of a
secondary market for housing mortgages, bonds, debentures,
notes and guarantees.
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the private sector in the production and financing of low-cost or "socialized"
housing. The government encourages both private builders and. financial
institutions to cater to the lower segment of the h.ousing market by
providing them a package of mostly financial incentives and subsidies.
Under the Urban Housing and Development Act of 1992 (RA 7279), a
major piece of social legislation under the Aquino administration, the
government seeks to undertake the following objectives: (1) provide decent
shelter to the poor; (2) develop a framework for the use of urban land;
(3) involve the community in shelter development and construction; (4)
maximize local government participation in socialized housing; and (5)
employ the services of the private sector in socialized housing programs.
A companion piece of legislation, the Local Government Code of 1991
(RA 7160), provides that local government
units (LGUs) be jointly
responsible over the provision of socialized housing and regulation of
shelter-related activities.
The National

Shelter

Program

The National
Shelter Program. (NSP) is the government's
comprehensive strategy to address the country's housing problem. It rests
on three basic principles, namely: (1) reliance on the initiative and capability
of beneficiaries to solve their housing problem with mininmm assistance
from the government; (2) the private sector as the principal player in
providing decent and affordable housing; and (3) the government as
enabler, facilitator and catalyst in the housing market, while focusing
assistance to families within the poverty line.
The NSP has four major programs: (1) production of housing units,
(2) mortgage financing, (3) developmental
loans and (4) community
programs. These programs target either direct end-beneficiariesA_ouseholds
or private developers/private
banks--the
intermediary institutions used
by the government to direct assistance to beneficiaries.
The specific features of government housing programs are shown
in Annex 3.1. Through these programs, the NSP was
"to extend
housing assistance to a total of 323,700 families for the period 1993 to
May 1995. This represents 26 percent of the targeted 1,239,702 households
for the Plan Period 1993-1998 and 95 percent of the 341,492 households
to be given housing assistance for the period 1993 to May 1995",(HUDCC
1995).
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subsidies

The agencies
involved in housing finance are the NHMFC, SSS,
GSIS and HDMF. These agencies
provide mortgage
loans to low- and
middle-income
borrowers. The NHMFC provides takeout fianding to public
and private institutions
using funds provided
by GSIS, SSS and HDMF.
Four programs
are currently
being administered
by the NHMFC: the
Community
Mortgage
Program'
(CMP.); the UHLP; Social
Housing
Development
Loan Program; and the Abot-Kc(va Pababai, Fund. The GSIS,
SSS and HDMF, while channelling
funds to the NHMFC, also provide
housing loans to their respective members. The different housing programs,
the source of funds and the target beneficiaries
are shown in Fignare 3.1.
Meanwhile,
the amount of loans granted, gmarantees extended
and direct
subsidies provided by the housing agencies fiom 1993 to 1995 are shown
in Table 3.1.
To expand
the available
funding for the housing sector, Congress
passed the Comprehensive
and Integrated
Shelter Finance Act or CISFA
(RA 7835) in 1994 that provides an. additional P38 billion funding allocation
for housing over the next five years. The Law or RA 7835 allocates the
largest funding to the CMP (P12.8 billion) and the resettlement
program
(P5.2 billion). The A.bot-Kalea Pababay Fund will get about PI.1 billion in
the next five years. The Act also increased
the capitalization
of NHMFC
from P500 million to P5.5 billion and that of HIGC from P1.0 billion• to
P2.5 billion.
that

Another important
made membership

piece of legislation
is RA 7742 enacted
in 1994
mandatory
in the HDMF, otherwise
known
as

Pag-Ibig
Fund. HDMF with
nationwide
provident
fund
employers'

contributions

over P29 billion
for housing
that

to generate

long-term

in total resources
pools employees'
housing

funds.

is a
and

Pag-ibig

Fund membership
was mandatory
in 1981 but was made voluntary
in
1987. In addition to providing
funds for the UHLP, HDMF also has its own
retail and institutional
home lending programs.
In sum, housing finance draws funding from GSIS, SSS and HDMF,
which are off-budget, 5 and more recently, from budgetary
appropriation
provided under CISFA. The NHMFC uses those funds to take out mortgage
loans originated
by private developers
and private banks using the socalled "formula lending" approach, e
_lnding does not come from the General Appropriations Act.
_'Housing loans, which are a certain multiple of monthly incomes, are provided to
those who have contributed to the pension funds.

F_gure3.1
Flow of funds for government housing programs
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Table 3.1. Sunxtlm_ of loans
1993-1995 (in P_nilllon)

Program/Packages

15

granted/guarantees

extended,

Total loans/Guarantees

UHLP
9 percent
12 percent
16 percent
Total

7,632.53
9,637.50
12.130.28
29,400.32

EHLP
9 percent
12 percent
16 percent
17 percent
Total

1,776.13
1,402,24
1,253.07
18.37
4,449.81

CMP

807.57

SHDLP

715.76

A&_t-Ka_,a Program
Amortization support
Developmental loan
Cashflow guarantee
HIGC Retail Guarantees
Cash
Bond
H1GC Devel{_mental
Cash
Bond

3.50
12.10
1,700.00

3,358.40
12,178.40

Guarantees

NHA Resettleme_ It Prog ram
Total
Loans
Guarantees
Direct subsidies
Sources: HDMF, HUDCC, HIGC

223.20
809.20
1,415.00
55,073.26
35,385.56
18,269.20
1,418.50
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The government
uses a combination
of direct subsidies
through
concessional
interest rates, and indirect subsidies, e.g., tax breaks, guarantee
schemes, etc. Indirect subsidies
also include periodic
recapitalization
to
strengthen,
insolvent
housing agencies. 7 The various forms of subsidies
provided to beneficiaries
and the housing sector are shown in Annex 3.2
while the various types of housing subsidies,
their features and estimation
methodology
found in the literature
are given in Annex 3.3.

Housing

subsidy

programs

s

Unified
Home
Lending
Program
(UHLP) 9. The program
has
four principal
players:
the funding
agencies,
the NHMFC, the loan
originators,
and the final beneficiaries.
There are three levels of transactions.
In. the first level, the SSS,
GSIS and HDMF negotiate with NHMFC on an annual
to UHLP based on. their annual investible funds.

funding

commimmnt

In the second stage, the NHMFC reqends the funds to eligible home
buyers through accredited
loan originators
such as financial instit_itions,
developers
and corporate
employers.
Prospective
loan originators
apply
ff3r a purchase commitment
line (PCL) with the NHMFC. Once approved,
the NHMFC will purchase
the mortgage
deliveries of the loan originators
up to the granted commitment
line followhlg an agreed upon drawdown
schedule.
This arrangement
gives originators
the liquidity to undertake
more housing projects since they are able to immediately
swap for cash
their mortgage investments.m
The mortgages taken out from the originators
are then assigned to the fun.ders. '_
r By "direct" sttbsidies, we mean those that go to or are enjoyed directly by endbeneficiaries, in contrast to "'indirect" su Jsidies that reach the behet"3ciariesthe'ouch dm
housing agencies, private developers and private banks. Part of the subsidies arise,_from
low loan recovery rates that effectively become an income transfer scheme for those not
paying their housing loarks.
.Briefdescriptions of oflmr programs not included in tMs section may be found in
Annex 3.4.
'>LrHI_ was closed down/terminated at_er d_e stody was done because of huge
losses snsta',medby _e government_ In its place, the Mutti-W_ndowLending System (MWI3S)
as createa oy me v.straaa aeuninkqu'ationwhich provides separate lend'rag windows for
target beneficia,-ies, e.g., GSIS for its members
__ . "' Under the progra.m, UHLPoriginators are allowed to chalge a maxh_aum origioaon I_eeof 2.Sj_ercent of theloan amotmt. Thus, origination cost .for the borl-ower equals
percent, w_tr_me omer a.> percent going to the NHMFC.
n The interest rates charged by the SSS and HDMF vary from contract to contr', ct,
dependinR on their agreement with the NHMFC For 15,D3-1_)5.the two at2encies charged
)he.NI tMFC, on the average, 12.29 percent and'l 1.133percent respectively, t'(_r[he us_ of
th,:lr funds. The- ¢}SIN.or) Ihe ofl,er hand, charges a fixed ralc of" I0.2S percent.
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Finally, in the third stage, the NHMFC collects from the borrowers
their monthly loan payments. The NHMFC is obligated to pay the funders
the yearly loan anaortizations
arising from the loan originations
made by
the private banks/developers,
regardless
of whether
or not it collects
from the borrowers.
Thus, the whole process of lending,
re-lending,
mortgage
takeout and loan repayment
revolves around the NHMFC and
the ability of the funders to provide a continuous
stream of liquidity.
There are three loan packages
under the UHLP cat:tying different
interest rates and with maximum
maturity of 25 years. For loans up to
P150,000, the interest rate is 9 percent; for loans over P150,000
up to
P225,000,
12 percent;
and for loans over P225,000 up to P375,000,
16
percent. The interest rares were set to give NHMFC an average return of
12.25 percent to cover its cost of funds as well as its administration
cost.
As designed,
the UHLP was envisioned
to operate on the principle of
cross-subsidization
where borrowers
of the higher loan packages would
subsidize
borrowers
of the lowest loan package.
NHMFC has no initial contact with the bon-owers because
the loan
originators
screen the borrowers.
Borrower
eligibiliw is based solely on
the borrower's
monthly income and no effort is expended
to determine
the person's
capacity
to pay. This is the so-called
"formula
lending"
approach
used by originators
where the actual loan is based on the
borrower's
monthly income times 30, with monthly amortization
not to
exceed
1/3 the borrower's
monthly
income. The NHMFC comes into
contact with the borrowers
only upon turnover
of the mortgage
by the
loan originators.
Loan repayment is done through NHMFC-accredited
collecting banks
such as the Development
Bank of the Philippines
and the Philippine
National
Bank, which are paid a collection
fee of 1 percent
of gross
repayment.
In case of default, a penalty of 1/5 of 1 percent of the loan for
every day of delay is charged
against the borrower.
Failure to pay three
monthly amortizations
makes the entire loan, including interest and other
charges, due and demandable.
Foreclosure
may be initiated at this time.
However,
under existing laws, the borrower
has a year to redeem
the
foreclosed
property.
Between
1987 and July 1996, UHLP mortgage
takeouts
reached
a
total of P45.6 billion, equivalent
to 2.3 percent
of the gross national
product (GNP) in 1995. This makes the UHLP the single largest mortgage
program in the country. In all, 235,695 housing units were built benefiting
271,020 people? 2 The UHLP's growth has particularly
been impressive
in
_2The difference between the two figures is due to "tacked-in" borrowers (up to
three individuals related to the second degree of consangt, inity) who jointly borrow a
single loan.
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the past three years (1993-1995),
with mortgage
billion compared
with the P15.3 billion recorded

Housing Program_"

takeouts
totaling P29.4
from 1987 to 1992. Out

of the P29.4 billion mortgages
taken out from 1993 to 1995, only 26
percent are mortgages
below ial50,O00; mortgages
in the P225,000 and
P375,000 range make up 41 percent of the mortgage portfolio while those
from P150,O00 and P225,000 amount to 33 percent. On the other hand, of
the 133,700 units given assistance
from 1993 to 1995, units financed with
loans up to P150,000 numbered
53,480 or 40 percent of the total units
while those financed
under
the middle
and highest
loan packages
comprised
33 percent and 27 percent, respectively,
of total assisted units.
Despite its growth in meeting the country's housing backlog, the
UHLP has increasingly met difficulties prompting the government
to review
the entire system. During the program's
nine-year
implementation,
the
most serious problems
it has encountered
are the low repayment
rate,
the huge amount of uncollected
loans, and the inadequate
funding support
for the govermnent's
main housing program.
From 1993 to 1995, the loan collection
efficiency rate is estimated
at .only 63.5 percent, z:_The NI-IMFC has been saddled
with uncollected
accounts.
As of year-end
1995, some 108,722 accounts,
representing
63
percent of total accounts
numbering
172,654, were delinquent
for over
three months. This prompted
the NHMFC to undertake
a two-year (19941.996) loan restructuring
program involving penalty condonation.
To date,
only 5,816 accounts representing
3.4 percent of delinquent
accounts, have
been restructured
under this program.14
Data from the NHMFC show that from 1988 to 1992, the three
funding agencies released
only 75 percent
of their total commitment
to
the UHLP. Although
this figure inaproved
to 94 percent
for the period
1993-1995,
the UHLP had, by then, already
incurred
a deficit of P6.2
million. By 1996, large uncollected
loan accounts
under the UHLP made
the funding agencies reluctant to provide more funding because
they did
not want to risk more of their members'
contributions)
5 At the same
time,
needs

the funding
through

agencies

their own,

were

meeting

respective

their members'

mortgage

mortgage

loan

programs.

_ Loan collection efficiency varies depending on loan type and originator type.
That ks,the collection performance for high-priced loans (carrying higher interest rates)
are generally lower than low-priced loans (57 percent fbr 16 percent loans compared wifl_
73 percent for 9 percent loans). Also, loan collection efficiency for developer-originated
loans are lower than that for loans originated by financial h:lstitutions (59 percent vs, 69
percent, respectively). Source: Board Committee Findings, NHMFC.
_ The figure includes Conmltmity Mortgage loans restructured trader the program.
_ HDMF recently provided P7 billion to enable the _:ontinued implementation
of UHLP.
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The program also encountered
other problems, including: (1) the
worsening financial position of the NHMFC as takeouts increased while
loan collection slumped; (2) labor constraints at NHMFC which made it
increasingly difficult for the agency to handle the UHLP's loans and attend
to collection as well; (3) perceived conflict of interest on the part of
developers who act both as loan originators and house builders; and (4)
tedious and relatively expensive foreclosure procedures.
In response, HUDCC, under Council Resolution No. 12 (April 1996),
implemented the following changes to the UHLP: (1) a multiwindow
lending system was created in which the funds will no longer be coursed
through the NHMFC but to be handled directly by the funders or through
financial institutions; (2) origination of mortgages by developers was made
limited to those below P150,000; (3) mortgages more than P150,000 up
to P375,000 will be approved based on the borrower's capacity to repay;
and (4) loan ceiling was increased fi'om P150,000 to P180,000 under the
lowest housing package, with the additional P30,O00 to be charged a 12percent interest rate. These changes took effect after a six-month transition
period, during which time, the HDMF acted as sole takeout window.
Interest rates for the higher packages would be market-driven instead of
being fixed at 12 and 16 percent.
Community
Mortgage
Program.
The Community Mortgage
Program (CMP) is a mass housing program that seeks to respond to land
tenurial problems in marginalized communities. NHMFC has administered
the program since it was put in place in 1988. Under RA 7835 or the
Comprehensive
and Integrated Shelter Finance Act (CISFA of 1994),
additional funding support totaling P12.78 billion will be sourced for
CMP from the National Government over a period of five years. At the
same time, the program also gets funds from the unutilized portion of the
Abot-Kaya Pabahay Fund to cover the interest subsidy. In 1995, P264.9
million were sourced from the Abot-Kava Fund.
The CMP works through organized associations of slum dwellers,
with accredited CMP originators assisting the associations in securing, the
loans. 1_To be eligible for loans under the program, the beneficiaries must
first organize themselves into associations that must be accredited by the

_6The CMPoriginator may be a government agency such as the NHA,a local
governmentunit,a developer,a financialinstitution,ora corrmmnity-based
nongovernment
organization. These originators are entitledto an origination fee of 2 percent of the loan
amount, or ta500per household-beneficiary,whichever is higher.
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NHMFC. 1_Then, with the originator acting as the creditor-mortgagee,
the
community association
collectively borrows and initially, owns and
mortgages the land.'8 The originator, in turn, assigns the rights to the loan
and mortgage to the NHMFC, which then collects the loan from the
community association.
Financing under the CMP is done in three stages. Stage 1 involves
land acquisition; stage 2, site development; and stage 3, individual housing
loans. Loan linaits per household for the various activities are as follows:
(1) P30,000 for the acquisition, of an undeveloped property (P60,000 for
lots located in Metro Manila); (2) ta45,000 for the acquisition of a developed
property; and (3) P-80,000 for lot acquisition, development
and house
construction or improvement.
The total community loan is equivalent to the sum of the individual
household loans. On the other hand, individual household loans are based
on the household members' monthly income times 30. Up to three
individuals may be tacked-in under one household loan. Loans under the
CMP are charged 6 percent annual interest rate payable in 25 years.
The CMP operates on the principle of self-help. The various activities
of the program revolve around the community association, which in many
cases, proved to be the key to a project's success. Community cohesion
(i.e., willingness of members to cooperate and. participate in the program,
minimal factionalism, closely organized groups) is a major factor for a
CMP project's success. Thus, it is the association's responsibility to collect
from its members the monthly loan amortizations on their loan allocations.
It earns 1 percent from actual collections as collection fee. In case of
payment default by any member, it is the association's duty to find a
qualified substitute borrower to assume the obligations of the defaulting
borrowerJ 9 It is also the responsibility of the association to individualize
the title of the land through lease purchase agreement and to assign the
loans to its members. Once this is done, individual member loans are
treated as UHLP loans, with loan servicing guided by UHLP policies.

_rThecommt,nityassociationis organized with the help of CMPoriginators.
_8The community associationnegotiates with the landowner for the purchase of
the property, which will be paid directly by the NHMFC_The land may be public or
private land and its sale is exempted from capital gains tax.
_ If the community associationfails to turn over the amount due the NHMFC,it
will be charged 1/15 of I percent of the amount for every day of delay.The property will
be foreclosed after nonpayment of three monthly amort:izations.
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Nonetheless, loans contracted prior to individualization of the community
loan will continue to enjoy the 6 percent, interest rate of the CMP2°Since the program started until September 1996, 524 community
projects were provided CMP loans. Total mortgage takeout fl'om these
projects amounted to P1.5 billion, with 63,221 beneficiaries. While the
CMP is an innovative approach to the slum dwellers' housing needs, the
program performed below the targets set under the NSP. For instance, for
the period 1993-1995, only 51 percent of the ta,Lgeted 60,443 units of
assistance under the CMP were achieved.
Like the UHLP, there are problems on the sustainability of CMP. For
one, while the interest rate subsidy to the program is substantial, th.e
program does not have a source for long-term fl_mds. Moreover, loan
collection efficiency is estimated at only 75 percent. Nevertheless, on an
annual basis, loan collection efficiency has improved flTom 69 percent in
1993 to 83 percent in 1995. Various administrative
and. institutional
inefficiencies (e.g., lack of effective monitoring wstem) likewise hamper
the CMP's success.
Social Housing
Development
Loan Program
(SHDLP).
The
SHDLP is an inhouse program, of the NHMFC, which aims to complement
the UHLP through
financial
assistance
to private
developers,
nongovernment organizations, landowners and LGUs in undertaking social.
housing projects. Funding for the program is internally generated by the
NHMFC. The SHDLP hand, set up in 1988, is now more than P1 billion.
Developmental loans are granted to housing projects with at least
20 units, with the selling price of each not exceeding P150,000. These
loans are charged an annual interest rate of 14 percent. Housing packages
that sell at a price higher than P150,000 and limited to just 25 percent of
the constructed housing units are charged higher interest rates on a pro
rate basis, a_Loan amount is determined bilaterally between the NHMFC
and the borrower. The SHDLP, thus, offers developers a cheaper alternative
to bank financing. At the same time, loan repayment is tied with the
UHLP by way of assigning portions of takeout proceeds to the NHFMC.

20M. Benjamincalls this a "builtqnincentive not to individualizethe loan."
2_In 1997,the rate strt,cmre of SHDLPloans.was changed with t-_150,000
houses
charged a 12-percent hlterest rate and higher priced packages dlarged 1.4percent per
annum.
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This is done by accrediting SHDLP bonowers as UHLP originators, with a
corresponding pulx:hase commitment line (PCL). Mortgage takeout then
follows UHLP guidelines. Since only members of the SSS, GSIS and HDMF
are eligible to bon'ow under the UHLP, final beneficiaries of the SHDLP
are members of these agencies.
In addition to direct developmental
loans, the SHDLP provides
interim financing to developers to speed up housing production and
avert a cash drain on developers while takeout of units through UHLP is
being processed. The financial assistance is up to 70 percent of takeout
value of units priced P150,000 and below. It is on a 30-day term with
interest at 16 percent per annum.
From 1.987to July 1996, some 111 projects, amounting to P1.4 billion,
drew financial assistance under the SHDLP. These projects yielded a total
of 49,812 units, representing 21 percent of the 235,695 units assisted
under the UHLP.
Abot-Kaya Pabahay Fun_L The Abot-Kava Pabahay Fund, another
NHMFC program, aims to enhance the affordability of low-cost housing
by low-income families. Republic Act 6846 provided the capital for AbotKaya Pabahal_ Ftmd at ta2.5 billion to be sourced from the National
Government appropriations. The budgetary allocation was subsequently
increased to P5.5 billion under RA 7835.
The Abot-Kaya Pabahay Fund, as amended under RA 7835, consists
of four housing assistance packages: (1) loan amortization support; (2)
developmental
loan; (3) cash flow guarantee; and (4) interest subsidy
and liquidity support.
Except for the cash flow guarantee
that is
administered by the HIGC, the NHMFC implements the rest of the program.
The law mandates an annual allocation of funds as follows: (1) P200
million for amortization support; (2) P100 million for developmental loan;
(3) P300 million for cash flow guarantee; and (4) P500 million for interest
and liquidity support. The latter is intended to support the secondary
mortgage market operation of the NHMFC.
The following explains the features of the four housing assistance
packages of the Abot-Kaya Pababay Fund.
1) Amortization Support
The loan amortization support represents an outright subsidy to
low-income families and applies to loans having a maturity period of not
less than 15 years with the interest rate fixed at between 9 and 12 percent
per annum. It. is granted only to two types of borrowers: (a) level A
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borrowers, those with mcmthly income not exceeding P6.000 applying
for loans not exceeding P144,000; 2aand (b) level B, those with monthly
income not exceeding PT,000 applying for loans not exceeding P180,000_
Borrowers wishing to avail of this facility should apply directly at
the NHMFC, which processes and approves applications on a first-come,
first-served basis. Amortization support is given duxing the fh-st five years
of the loan amortization period. For level A borrowers, the support declines
by 5 percent per year, from 35 percent of the amortization payment due
in year one to 14 percent in year five; for level B borrowers, amortization
support falls from 25 percent to 7 percent of amortization due during the
five-year period.
Since the fund started in 1990 up to July 1996, a total of 497
beneficiaries availed of the atnortization support. Overall, the transfer
from the government to the beneficiaries amounted to P4.25 million.
2) Developmental financing
This component
is geared toward government
and private
proponents of low-cost housing projects. To avail of the loan, a project
should have a minimum of 20 housing units, atleast 75 percent of which
should have a selling price not exceeding P144,000. The other 25 percent
should be priced at not more than P180,000. "_Also, lot (only) sales are
allowed up to 30 percent of total production.
The maximum loan is set at not more than 80 percent of the total
project development cost with interest rate of 9 percent per annum. Just
like the SHDLP, the project obtains automatic PCL under the UHLP upon
loan approval. Loan repayment Lstied with the UHLP by assigning portions
of takeout proceeds to the NHMFC. Thus, inasmuch as only members of
the SSS, GSIS and HDMF are eligible to borrow under the UHLP, final
beneficiaries of this loan component are low-income members of the
three funding institutions.
As of July 1996, only four projects have been granted developmental
loans totaling P12.1 million. This is equivalent to less than 1 percent of
the SHDLP's total loan portfolio.

aaComputed at 20 percent below the maximum loanable amount under the lowest
UHLP loan package (which is P180,000 under HU'DCC Resolution 12 of April 1996). Prior
tO Resolution 12, level A borrowers refer to those with income not exceeding P4,000
whose maximum loanable amount ks PS0,000; level B borrowers, on the other hand, refer
to tho._ with income not exceeding P5,000 whose maximum loanable amount i.sP100,000.
:_The original ruling prescri_ed that the selling price be only up to P150,(X)O for
I.mst" and lot packages and P45,000 IO P60,O00 lbr developed
i(.)[ packages.
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3) Cash flow guarantee
This component is managed by the HIGC and provided to direct
loans of the SSS, GSIS and HDMF as well as to loans under the UHLP. It
is HIGC's main involvement
in socialized housing. The guarantee is
provided for free and aims to eliminate credit risks for the three funding
agencies.
Under the system, loans eligible for coverage are regularly enrolled
to the Abot-Kaya Fund that then issues a promissory note corresponding
to the enrolled loans. The guarantee covers only loans not exceeding
P150,000 and bearing an interest not exceeding 12 percent per annum. In
case of borrower default and upon assignment to HIGC of a foreclosed
mortgage, the Abot-Kaya Fund takes over and pays out 80 percent of the
total amount due as of date of foreclosure, including 100 percent of related
expenses. The funding agency can recover the balance of its loan
depending on proceeds realized from the disposition of the assigned
property, after the Abot-Kaya Fund has recovered its exposure on the
guarantee.
Depending on the borrower's capaci W to pay, the HIGC may opt to
restructure the loan, in which case, the monthly loan amortizations are
payable to the Abot-Kaya Fund for the remaining term of the loan.
Otherwise, foreclosure proceedings start and the borrower is given a year
to redeem the property. If no redemption takes place, the property is
sold via public bidding.
For the period 1993-1995, the amount of loans enrolled under the
cash flow guarantee system totaled P1.7 billion, representing only 22.4
percent of total UHLP loans during the period. As of September 1996, the
funders have made calls on 231 accounts, amounting to P22.25 million.
The HIGC has approved the payment of ta19.7 million for these called
accounts. Under the law, however, disposition of the foreclosed collateral
is put off until the expiration of the one-year redemption period given to
borrowers.
4) Liquidity and interest subsidy support
This component was intended to support the secondary mortgage
market operation of NHMFC. It serves as an alternative mechanism for
sourcing housing funds.
HIGCPrograms.
The HIGC is the mortgage insurance arm of the
NSP. Its guarantee programs aim to encourage private sector participation
in home lending and mass housing production. Its two most popular
programs, the Retail Guarantee Program and the Developmental Guarantee
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such incentives

unconditional
guarantee
as to principal and
annum; a4 and (2) exemption
from all forms
to 8.5 percent
(including
gross receipts tax
Applicants
for retail or developmental

as: (1) the governnlent's

interest up to 8.5 percent per
of taxes of interest income up
and corporate
income tax).
guarantees
may opt for either

cash or bond coverage. The amount of cash coverage
is up to 90 percent
of the outstanding
loan amount
enrolled
with the HIGC while that of
bond coverage
is up to 80 percent
of the enrolled
amount.
In case of
default, cash coverage
allows the funder to in-tmediately get back in cash
the outstanding
principal pk_s interest up to 8.5 percent per annum.
For
those who opt for bond coverage,
HIGC issues two- to five-year bonds
(with warranty from the National Government)
whose face vakte is equal
to the outstanding
principal plus 8.5 percent interest. The bonds carry
interest rates based on Treasury
bill rates. In general,
bond coverage
offers two advantages:
it is cheaper and it allows the financier to avail of
a higher amount
Following

of guarantee
line.
is the fee structure

of HIGC

retail

and

developmental

guarantee:
Developmental
Guaranty

Facility

Retail

<P150,000

<P225,000

>P225,000

- Cash

1.25%

1.25%

1.25%

1.25%

- Bond

0.75%

0.75%

0.75%

0.75%

Audit fee / year

-

0.25%

0.25%

0.25%

Application

-

P5,000

P5,000

P10,000

-

P5,000

P5,000

P10,000

10%

9.50%

8.50%

Premium / year

Enrolment
i

fee
fee

Tax exemption
........

8.50%

As of August 31, 1996, 78 percent
of HIGC guarantees
totaling
P22.4 billion involve bond coverage, while only 22 percent is covered by
cash. Of the total guarantees,
P16.2 billion (73 percent) are retail guarantees
while P6.1 billion (27 percent)
are developmental
guarantees.
a_"llae sovereign guarantee implies that the guaranteed mortgages assume the
nature of Government Securities and are classified as risk4ree and hence, are not included
in the computation of net worth-to-risk asset ratio. Other benefits of the program inch, de:
(a) exemption of financial institution from the single borrowers limit of 25 percent of net
worth; Co) exemption of loans from directors, officers, shareholders and related interest
(DOSRI) account computations; and (_) exemption of developers from the 70 percent
loan-value collateral limit.
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The following
programs:

summaries

the key features of the different HIGC

1) Retail Guarantee Program
This facility is open to both financial institutions and real estate
developers. For financial institutions, the facility accredits funders for
automatic insurance coverage of housing loans granted to individual
borrowers. For developers, the facility guarantees existing and prospective
installment receivables from buyers. HIGC accredits financiers according
to the latter's finacial and administrative capabilities, credit policies and
guidelines and track record. Moreover, HIGC requires various warranties
from the financial institutions and developers for enrollment of a loan.
These include a warranty that the account being enrolled has not been in
default for six consecutive months prior to enrollment with the HIGC and
a warranty that the loan-to-collateral ratio does not exceed 70 percent.
2) Developmental Guarantee Program
The program offers insurance coverage to developmental
loans
that financial institutions extend to real estate developers. The guarantee
may involve either (a) insurance coverage of developmental
loans for
individual projects or (b) accreditation of funders to process developmental
loans, thereby assuring them of automatic insurance coverage upon
enrollment of the loan with the HIGC. The program likewise accredits
funders applying for developmental guarantee lines.
i
NItA Resettlement
la_gram,
The NHA's Resettlement Program
is designed for families belonging to the lowest 30 percent income group
who have been idisplaced
from sites earmarked
for government
infrastructure projects and from areas designated as danger zones. 25The
program relies on subsidy support from the National Government for
land acquisition andI site development. Housing construction is on a selfhelp basis, with the NHA providing free housing materials and carpentry
tools. Under RA 7835, a total of ta5.2 billion is to be appropriated to the
program over five years. For the period 1994-1995, a total of ta885.6 million
was released to the Nt-IA for this program.
The program is implemented either through direct delivery by the
NHA or through joint venture with LGUs. In the former case, the NHA
assumes all the costs for land acquisition and development. Beneficiaries
are required to pay from P30 to P50 per month (depending on the size
asFamilieswith income below the officialpovertyline.

Programs

Agency

Medium-rise

NI-IA

Housing

Complete
Housing

NHA

Objective

To rmxin_e

the use of urban

Description

Entails construction

Target

of three- to five-

Beneficiaries
Low-income

Features

Implementation

is done either

land
through
density
development;
to promote
house
ownership
among
low-income groups

storey residential buildings, which are
sold through mortgage takeouts under
the UHLP

families eligible
to borrow under
the UHLP

solely by the NHA or through
joint ventures
with LGUs;
cross-subsidy
schemes
are
adopted
to ensure program
_bil_ly

To harness
and promote
private
participation
in
socialized
housing
development
in terms of
capital resources,
land and
expertise for the provision of
low-cost
housing
to lowsalaried
government
and

Entails
the
acquisition
development
of raw land
construction of core housing

Low-income
families up to the
50 u' percentile
qualified
for
homebuyers'
financing
from
g o ve r n m e n t
institutions

Implemented
under
joint
venture arrangement
with the
private sector and/orofLGUs;
full cost recovery
from the
beneficiaries

and
and the
units

private sector employees
NHA

To
ensure
equitable
distribution
of housing
benefits nationwide

Entails
the development
of cost
recoverable socialized housing projects
in urban and urlmnizing areas

Low-income
families up to the
50 th percentile
qualified
for
homebuyers'
financing
from
government
institutions

Implemented
under
joint
venture
arrangement
with
LGUs; fiall cost recovery from
the beneficiaries

Rese_lenr_nl
Program

NI-IA

To provide resettlement sites
for families displaced from
danger
areas
and
land
needed by the government
for its programs

Entails development of _tes to generate
serviced home lots

F a m i 1 i e s
displaced due to
government
projects,
Mt.
P i n a t u b o

Beneficiaries pay from P30 to
taSO per month as rental for the
lots they occupy

etc.

_'_
_-

"_

Local
Housing

eruption,

_,
_

Q

iii
Programs

Agency

Sites and
Services

NHA

Slum

NHA

Improvement
Program
-

Ioint Venture
Program

NHA

Objective

Description

Target
Beneficiaries

Features

To provide serviced lots for
low-income
families
as
catchment
areas
for inmigration
and population
growth

The government,
private
sector or
NGO would p_vide land for the urban
poor which wilt be improved by the
de'_,eloper or the government
with
basic infrastructure
facilities;
other
homing activities will be achieved by
the beneficiaries with financing from
the UHLP

Families within
the lowest 30%
income percentile qualified for
homebuyers'
financing
from
g o v er n m e n t
agencies

Buying
and development
financing
provided
thru
NHMFC under the UHLP,

To provide

Entails the acquisition

Slum dwellers

The

an alternative

to

of land and the

basic

strategy

is

slum
clearance
and
resettlement;
to resolve the

on-site improvement of occupied land
through the introduction of basic urban

rebtocking and improvement
of dwelling units through self-

¢_

issue of squatting
dwelllng

services;
the land tenure
issue is
resolved through the sale of home tots
to bonafide occupants

help; program
depends
on
effective
community
patticipation;
program
may be
undertaken directly by NI-L_or

_,

by LGUs or through
joint
venture arrangements
among

,_
-,

parties concerned

_"

and slum

To attract the private sector
and LGUs into low-income
housing

Government
shares in the financial
burden of project development
while
utilizing
the expertise
of the
nongovernment
sector

L o w- i n c o m e
families within
the 50th percentile of the income
structure

NHA contribution
up to 40%
of total project cost (funds or
land),, selling p_ice of at least
60% of the constructed house
and lot should be alloted for
low-income families,

Programs

Agency

Objective

Abot-Kaya
Pababay
Fund

NHMPC Toerthancetheaffordability
of low-cost housing among
low-income families

Description
The program
consists
of four
components:
* Amortization support
• Developmental financing
° Cashflow guarantee: guarantee
system that eliminates the risk of
noncollection
from loans of
P150,000 and below,
• Interest subsidy and liquidity
support

Target
Beneficiaries
Families
with
gross income not
exceedingF5,fK_
per month b

Features
A. For amortization support:
Families with gross monthly
income <t=4.000 maximum
loan of P-80,000 with the
following
amortization
support for the firstfive years:
(i) amortization period from 1
to 12 months, 35% monthly
amortization;
(ii) 13-24
months, 30% , (iii) 25-36
months,
25%; (iv) 37-48
months, 20%; and (v) 49-60
months, 14%,
Families with gross monthly
income <95,000, maximum
loan of PIO0,O00 with the
following
amortization
support for the first five 5"ears:
(i) amortization period from 1
to 24 montl_s, 25%of monthly
amortization;
(ii) 13-24
months, 25%; (iii) 25-36
months, 20%; (iv) 37-48
months, 14%; and (v) 49-60
months, 7%.
B. For development financing:
Minimum of 20 units per
project with selling cost of not
more than P150,000 for house
and lot packages; and from
ta45,000 to t'60,000 for lot
packages.
Interest rate of loans at 9% per
annum, payable m 25 years.

b Maximum income eligible for amortization support was subsequently increased to _7,000 with loanabte amount up to talS0,000,

_:
_.
_.

-_,
,_
"_
'_

w
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Programs

Agency

Objective

l._.x.'al
Government
Pahahay
Program

HDMF

To provide LGUs with the
necessary financial support to
fast-track the development
and
implementation
of
housing projects

Loan proceeds
to be used for: (a)
acquisition and deveiopment
of raw
land_ (b) land devetoprr_ent of a project
site; and (c) construction of housing
units

I
" employees
c
ndividuals/
e
ployees
(
ain an eligit
JGU's area of
}urisdiction) that
are members of
HDMF

Maximum amount of P20 miilion
per projec* phase per site to be
paid over a maximum period of
24 months
from date of loan
release; sells units to households
at below market prices.

SSS

To provide
members
an
alternative way of financing
the coastruction
and/or
purchase
of
housing
packages

Established
to provide an alternative
source to finance the construction and/
orpurchase of housing packages other
than thin NHMFC

SSS members

• Max. loanable
amount
=
_375,000 or whichever is lower
of the amount applied for
• Term = in multiples of 5 up to a
nmximum of 25 years
• interest rates charges are similar

:

Individual
Housing
Loan
Program

Description

Target
Beneficiaries

Features

to those under the UHLP, The
program
is also
available
throug h accredited
financial
instiR.ttions.
Corporate
Program
Housing

SSS

To support

the govemrnenfs

help accelerate
economic
low-cost and
housing
activity,
promoteproject,
good
labor management
relations
and industrial peace

Targeted

at employers

willmg

to put

an employee
housing program. The
up 2(_rmf consists
the project
cost, components:
to undertake
program
of two
* The developmental
loan (for land
development
and
house
construction)
•
The commitment
line
(for
employers who plan to utilize the
IHLP and who are willing
to
undertake
collections
and
amortization remittance to SSS)

Employers of SSS

,. Projects

members
*

must have

at least 20

price of each not exceeding
housing units with the selling
P375,000.
Loanable amount for
developmental
loan = t_10
million witJ_-interest rate of
12% per _innum and with
indwidual loan ceilings at
P375,000.
The interest
rate for the
individual borrowers:
For loan amount,
• P100,000 and below = 6%
• over _P100,000- P150,000 = 8%
• over iat50,000-ia225,000 = 1t%
• over {a225,000- F375,000 = 15%

_"
_"

9
_.
_.

_"
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Progranxs

Agency

.Mass
Housing

GStS

Objective
To provide GSI8 members
with homebuyers
financing

Description
Caters to borrowers who want to buy
tot ontyor house and lot packages from
GSlS-Fmanced housing projects

Target
BeneFiciaries
GSIS members
and relatives (as
co-borrower) up
to the second
degree
of consanguinit)"

Features
Max. loanable amount:
• P1 million for GSIS members
* _500,000 for nonmembers
Interest rate:
• 0 _<PI50.,000 = _v_per armum
• over P150,O00 <__9225,000 =
12% per annum
• over ]?225,000 < P375,O00 =
16% per annum
° over P375,000 < P1 million
= 18% per annum
Non-GSIS

members

are

required
to make a 30°6
downpayment
on the _usmg
unit's
total
cost and are
charged
an additional
2%
interest

.%
_"

rate with repayment

period limited
Collectible
fees:to 15 years.
,, Application
- Fgst month/y
N',,rce documents:

HUDCC S_
of Housing Progranxs
Implementing
Ru/es and Regulations of Housing
Primer of Housing Programs

Programs

= P500
amortization

_.
_'
F
_,

The Government_
Annex

3.2. Forms

Housing Subsidy Programs
of subsidies

in existing

37
housing

programs

Housing Sector
Programs

Beneficiaries

Budget_' Assets Regulation Loans

Completehousing units
Sitesand services
Resettlement
Emergencyhousing assistance
Slumupgrading
•Dormitory/apartmentloan program
CMPdeliveries
Joint venture program

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

m-IMFC
RegularUHLP
Socialhc_magdevelopmentloanfund
Communitymortgageprogram
Abot-KayaPabahayPund

x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x
x

x
x
x

x

x

I-IIGC
Guaranty Programs
Retail
Development
Others
Secufltization
Cashflow guaranty
Municipalfinance
AcquiredAssetsProgram
Retail
Development
ManagedAssetsProgram
BDCprojects
CMPprojects
Cax_perativehousing
Special
projects

x
x
x
x

x
x

x

x
x
x
x

Includes administrative budget
t,
Regulatory subsidy arLsingfrom compulsory.savings

Tax
Exempt

x
x

x

X
x

HDMI _
Regular
EHLP
Pag-IBIG
II
Pag-IBIGoverseas program
Group land acquisitionand
development

A,_sets

x
x
x
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Annex 3.2 (continued)
Housing Sector
Programs

Beneficiaries

Budget t .Assets Regulation L(yans

DevelopmentFinancing
Directdevelopmentalloan
Developmentalloans (thin banks)
Creditfacility/Interimfinancing
Retailfinancing for house
construction
LocalGovernment Pabahay
Oilier Housing-relatedloans

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x
x

S$S
Pari-passu
Repair/Reconstruction
Individualprogram
Corporate housing program

x
x
x
x

x
x
x
x

GSIS
Individualhousing (REM)
Masshousing program

x
x

x

Assets

x

Tax
Exempt

Annex

Type

3.3.

Housing

of Subsidy

Rent subsidy

subsidies:

Target Clientele
Public housing
tenants

types,

features

and

estimation

methodology

Definition
Difference
between
(i) the
market rate of the public housing
unit occupied plus management
and maintenance
(re&m) costs
and (ii) the actual rent paid on
the unit

How

to Estimate

_

Actual rent sourced
from household
survey data; m&m asstmmd at 3%; market
rent is a function of the housing unit's
capital value (which is estimated using a
quadratic relationship between the capital
value and the rateable value) - Robinson

_'

(1981);

_.

blarket rent = M + dV +rV - pV, where
M - annual m&M cost, d - depreciation
rate, r - required real return, p - annual
real • capital gain, V - capital value of
dwelling estimated via a hedonic price
index - Hills (1991);

,_.

Market rent estimated by the real ra_e of
return to housing
times the value of
dwelling occupied
(hedonic
price) Walker and Marsh (1993);
Market rent estimated
based on (i)
number of bedrooms, (ii) g'pe of dwelling
and (iii) geographical
location. For rents
that were too low (<actual rent), the
figures were adjusted upwards: until the
figures implied
that each tenant was
receiving at least AS1 in subsidy (i.e., by
the maximum
negative subsidy and by
the average
negative
subsidy
being
received)Agrav,.al (1988)

_';
_.

._.
,-R..,
_'<.

_.

Annex
Type

3.3 (continued)
of Subsidy

Tax expenditures

Target

c_
"_
CIienCele

Owner-occupiers

_

Definition

How

to Estimate

Exclusion
from taxes on (i)
imputed rental income and (ii)
capital gains when the hottsing
is sold

Sum of (i) marginal income tax rate times
average imputed rent and (ii) capital gains
tax rate times the average
annual
appreciation
of homing (the change in
capital value) - Robinson (198t);

Nontaxation
income

rental

Difference between (i) marginal rate times
the value occupied dwelling times the real
rate of return
on housing
and (ii)
deductible housing expenditure - Walker
and/viarsh (1993);

Exemption of imputed rent from
income
tax calculations
but
allows mortgage
interest and
propeay taxes as deductions. The
_.:'_idy to ttve owner is defined
as the difference
in taxable

Product of (i) marginal income tax rate,
(ii) (1 - depreciation rate) and (iii) postsubsidy unit price of housing- White and
White (19,77);

of imputed

_"

income between an owner and a
renter
with the same gross
income,
times the tax rate on
Loans on attractive

Housing

terms

producers

Rent control

cortsumers/

marginal

income.

Proportion
of the regulated
interest rate-failing
below the
market interest rate times the unit
price of housing - Albon (1984),

Renters
Difference
between
(i) a rentcontIolled unit's actual rent and
(ii) its estimated
uncontrolled
rent.

e_"
_"
Uncontrolled rent for a controlled unit is
estimated via a hedordc rent equation
expressed as a function of housing trails
and tenancy duration - Gyourko and
Linneman (1989).

The Government's
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Housing Subsidy Programs

3,4. Other

govcrrtment

housing

41r

programs

Guarantee
Fund for the Pabahay Municipal
Bonds
The Pabahay Municipal Bonds are instruments

of indebtedness

of

LGUs backed up by a pool of real estate properties
issued by the LGU.
With the proceeds
from the bond sale, the LGU is given additional
funds
for housing development.
The HIGC's role is to insure the face value of
the municipal
bonds and of the unpaid interest up to 8.5 percent.
LGU-issued
bonds are on a per project basis with the amount

of

issue equivalent
to the fund requirement
of the housing
project. The
bonds may carry fixed interest rates or may be pegged against the Treasury
bill rate, with interest paid semiannually.
The bonds mature in two or
three years or until the project ends. Housing packages
generated
from
the projects enjoy exemptions
from all forms of taxes on interest according
to the following schedule: (a) up to 10 percent for sales packages P150,000
and below; (b) 8.5 percent for packages
above P225,000; and (c) 9.5
percent

for packages

in-between.

Cooperative Housing
The Cooperative
nontraditional
production
through

a cooperative

Housing
Program
of houses
by the
housing

purpose. Homeseekers
thus, the association

association

aims to encourage
the
homeseekers
themselves
(CHA)

organized

for the

do not rely on developers
for their housing needs,
members
are direcdy benefited
by the savings

generated
from the program
through
the elimination
of developer's
margins. Funds for the program are sourced from government
and private
financial
institutions,
with the CHA members
providing
10 percent of
their loan packages
as their equity contribution.
The loan amounts and
terms are based on the guidelines
of the funding institutions.
HIGC' s role
is to provide
technical
assistance
to the CHA in the preparation
of the
project study and
financial controller

other documentary
during the loan's

requirements.
term.

Also, it acts as the

Sites and Services
The NHA's Sites and Services Development
families
and

within the lowest

sharers

qualified

30 percent

for buyer's

income
financing

Program

is geared

toward

particularly

renters

of the SSS, GSIS and

HDMF.

percentile,

The program entails the acquisition
serviced home lots which will serve

and development
of raw land into
as catchment
areas for in-migration

and

on the beneficiaries'

population

growth.

Depending

willingness

to
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pay, project packages range from a minimal level of surveyed lot, an
intermediate level of serviced site and an upper level of core housing
(with complete utilities and access to community-based services). Mortgage
takeout is done via UHLP.
The program is delivered either solely by the NHA (which shoulders
the land and land development costs) oe through joint venture with private
sector partners where the project's partner contributes the land or funds
for land development. In the latter case, NHA contributes a maximum of
(a) 40 percent of project cost i.fthe partner is from the private sector or
(b) 80 percent of project cost if the partner is an LGU. Housing construction
is again, carried out by the beneficiaries themselves. Upon completion,
the project is turned over to the homeowners association or to the LGU
for maintenance and operation.
Medium-rise Housing
The construction of three- to five-storey residential buildings aims
to maximize the use of urban land (dlrough densi W development)
and
promote house ownership by low-income groups. The program is targeted
at low-income heads of families, eligible u) borrow under the UHLP.
Units constructed under the program, are sold through mortgage takeout
under the UHLP. In pricing the units, crOss-subsidy schemes are adopted
to enhance program viabili W. .
The NHA implements these proiects directly with t_mds from the
National Government (la3 billion annually for five years, under the CISFA),
or through joint ventures with LGUs and the private sector. For joint
venture public housing projects, the participating LGU or private sector
partner provides tile project site and administers the completed project
with the NHA providing funds for land development
and building
construction. For joint venture private housing projects, NHA' s contribution
is up to a maximum of (a) 40 percent of project cost if partner is from
private sector or (b) 80 percent of project cost if"partner is an LGU.
Completed Housing Programs
This entails the acquisition and development of raw land and the
construction of core housing units. The program caters to low-income
families up to the 50'h income percentile,
particularly
low-salaried
employees qualified for homebuyer's financing of the NHMFC, HDMF
and other goverlm-mnt financing institutions. The NHA implements it under
joint venture arrangement with the private sector and/or LGUs. EquiW
contribution is in the form of land or funds .for land development and
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house construction. Just as in medium-rise private housing projects, the
NHA's maximum contribution
is 40 percent of project cost for private
sector partners and 80 percent of project cost for LGU partners. Upon
completion, the project is turned over for maintenance and operation to
the homeowners association or the LGU. The project's full cost is expected
to be recovered from the beneficiaries.
Emergency Housing Assistance Program (EHAP)
The NHA, by itself, also provides temporary and permanent housing
for families rendered homeless by natural and man-made
disasters.
Temporary shelters involve bunkhouses in schools, military camps and
other evacuation centers, with communal sanitary and ccx0king facilities.
Permanent sites, on the other hand, are serviced home lots or serviced
lots with core housing units. The National Disaster Coordinating Council
(NDCC) assumes all costs involved in these projects with the NHA providing
technical support and supervision for project development.
Local Housing Program
The Local Housing Program is a joint venture between the NHA
and the LGU and entails the development of cost-recoverable socialiaed
housing projects in urban and Urbanizing areas in all congressional disttto_
in the country. The program was created under the ClSFA, with National
Government
funding of P3 billion annually for five years. Under the
program, the NHA provides ffmding support for land development and
housing construction of up to P15 million per congressional district. The
LGU, on the other hand, provides the land or funds for land acquisition
and facilitates the provision of utilities and community facilities. The end
product may, depending on the preference and affordability of the market,
be a serviced home lot, a housing unit in a three- to five-storey building
or a serviced lot with core housing. The Program is targeted at lowincome families up to the 50" income percentile, particularly low-salaried
government and private sector employees. These beneficiaries should be
those families qualified for homebuyers' financing offered by the NHMFC,
the HDMF or other government financing institutions. Full cost of the
project is recovered from the beneficiaries to ensure program continuity.
HDMF Programs
(1) Pag-ibig II
The Pag-ibig II program was originally conceived to accommodate
loans of up to P500,000 that were not covered under Pag-ibig I (EHLP).
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However, with the expansion of the EHLP to include the higher loan
package, the two programs have become one and the same. HDMF,
however, continues to keep separate accounts for the two programs.
(2) Direct Developmental Loan Program (DDLP)
The program's objective follows_ that of the SHDLP. However,
whereas the SHDLP caters exclusively to .socialized housing development
activities, the DDLP has a wider coverage. Nonetheless, to the extent that
the latter accommodates socialized housing packages, there is an overlap
between the two programs.
Under the DDLP, HDMF provides financing for private developers,
LGUs and other project proponents to create additional housing inventories,
60 percent of which should benefit HDMF members. The loan may only
be used for land development and housing const_mction, not for land
acquisition. Loans under the program are't,p to a maximum of P20 million
per project phase per site. The borrower may avail of additional loans for
succeeding phases of the project upon payment of at least 50 percent of
the previous loan.
Applicable interest rates are based on the price of the generated
housing packages as follows: (a) 11 percent per annum for packages
P150,000 and below; (b) 13 percent per annum for those over P150,000
up to P225,000; (c) 15 percent per mmum for those over P225,000 up to
P375,000; and (d) 17 percent per annum for those over 11375,000 up to
P500,O00. Unlike the SHLDP where loan repayments are tied in with
UHLP takeouts, the developers in this ease take charge of selling the
units, with no takeouts by HDMF. Developers, however, have the option
to sell the units to the HDMF. Loan releases must be paid over a maximum
period of 36 months from date of initial loan release.
From 1993 to 1995, HDMF's development loan amounted to P557.26
million, which is nearly 80 percent the value of the SHDLP. In terms of
units generated, however, the HDMF development loan program assisted
14,150 units which is only a little more than a third of SHDLP's output,
indicating the former's higher priced unitS.
(3) Group Land Acquisition and Development (GLAD) Program
HDMF's GLAD Program is conceptually similar to the CMP in that
financial assistance for land acquisition and development
is directed at
organized groups of individuals. However, while the CMP targets slum
dwellers, the GLAD caters only to Fund members. Direct loans are given
to the community association for land acquisition and site development
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loarrs for house construction
are coursed
The total allowable
loan for the group

through
is equal

originating banks.
to the sum of the

maximum
loan entitlement
per individual member-beneficiary
following
the formula set out under the EHLP (i.e., 36 times or 46 times the member's
monthly income depending
on his membership
status). The terms of the
loan differ depending
on whether it will be used.for land acquisition,
site
development
or house construction.
From the aggregate loan entitlement,
up to 30 percent may be used for land acquisition,
20 percent
development,
and 50 percent
for house construction.
Interest

for land
rate on

loans for land acquisition
and site development
is set at 9 percent per
annum
while that for house construction
is based on prevailing
rates
under the EHLP. The total loan is paid over a maximum
of 25 years.
Individual
loans for house construction
may be availed of only after
completion
of site development
and issuance of individual titles to memberbeneficiaries.
The loan proceeds
for land acquisition
and site development
are
released directly to the landowners
and the developers,
respectively. Just
as in the CMP, until there is transfer of land title, the community
association
is responsible for collecting loan amortizations
from member-beneficiaries.
Failure to pay loan obligations
when due is subject to a penalty rate of
1/10 of 1 percent for every day of delay.
From 1993to 1995, the GLAD program loaned out a total Of P628.55
million, equivalent
to 9,031 units of assistance.
(4) Local Government

Housing

Program

(LGHP)

The LGHP loan facility is targeted
at LGUs'
Beneficiaries
are thus LGU employees
or individuals
area .of jurisdiction.
The HDMF provides
development
as well as for construction

housing
within

projects.
an LGU's

funds for land acquisition
and
of housing units. LGUs are also

r eqtrtred to put in equity such as land for project site, subsidy to project
_b_n_ficiaries for land acquisition,
developmental
financing , or free use of
its resources. The program is designed
so that loan releases by the HDMF
are made directly to landowners
for land acquisition
and to developers
for site development
and construction.
Loan packages,
amounts and te_rtl_S
: ....
follow those of the Direct Developmental
Loan Program with interestj {ates similarly based on the selling price. The LGHP further requires tl_t
• at least 60 percent of the product packages to be sold by a project be with
housing components.
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follows: (a) up to P150,000, 9 percent; (b) above P150,000 up to P225,000,
12 percent; (c) above P225,000 up to .P375,000, 16 percent; and (d) above
P375,000 up to P1 million, 18 percent. The total loanable amount is equal
to 46 times the basic salary of the borrower. The loan is payable in 25
years with monthly payments done through salary deduction.

Research Design

Analyzing the social cost and benefit
government
housing intervention

of

he single biggest investment that a household typically will make
-_-.._ in its lifetime is the purchase or construction of a housing unit.
In a competitive housing market, decent shelter, whether rented,
owned or provided by the state, is generally accessible to the majority of
the population. Preference for one or another type of dwelling unit is
largely defined by the taste, lifestyle, and income opportunities of the
individual households.
For example, the more mobile households will
prefer renting to homeownership
because of their particular lifestyle or
their income sources. Others will own a home because of the need to
establish a more permanent residence.
The investment expenditure for a housing unit tends to be lumpy
and indivisible and requires a relatively huge amount of money. However,
many poor households cannot make that investment because they can
neither self-finance nor borrow money from the loan markets. Thus,
governments
intervene to improve the poor households' access to the
housing market. The justification for these interventions
includes the
existence of public goods arising from better housing conditions of the
poor such as better sanitation, improved social cohesion, among others.
Government
intervention in the housing market can be in production,
financing, site preparation and allied services such as community programs.
More specifically, government
provides subsidies to enable the target
population to acquire a house.
Housing subsidies can come in a variety of forms. One can
distinguish between subsidies going to the housing sector in general and
those going to final (actual) beneficiaries. The former consists of dir_t
budgetary transfers to the different housing institutions and/or housing
programs, public asset in-kind used in socialized housing, mandated
transfers from particular institutions (e.g., pension funds) to housing
intermediaries and grant of tax exemptions to participating institutions.
The latter is composed of loans priced below-market, sale of public assets
priced below-market, grant of exemptions from taxation and/or other
levies, and straight grants.
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The study adheres

to the following principles:

1. Efficiency in housing finance will improve if distortions in the
housing finance markets are removed. The study proposes
that more market-oriented interest and credit policies, improved
loan repayment, termination of public sector involvement in
the direct production of dwelling units affordable only to the
higher income group, and more transparent and better targeted
subsidies will improve efficiency in housing markets.
2. Budgetary constraints require a well-directed
and targeted
subsidy scheme(s).
Any government
subsidy should be
transparent and well targeted to reach the most deserving,
i.e., the low-income group, the most financially incapable
members of society.
The appropriate policies and incentives will ensure private sector
participation in the primary housing market and lessen the housing sector's
pressure on the public sector's budget. The incentives include profitability
of housing production, low transaction cost, and greater opportunity to
market other products and services to homeowners, among others.
The government must assume a subsidiary role in the provision of
housing and must instead focus its assistance to those that cannot participate
in the private housing market. The government's chief role is to create
the appropriate policy and institutional environment for private markets
to work. Housing subsidies must be transparent, well directed, effectively
and efficiently targeted. In addition, the development of a viable secondary
mortgage market must be a joint effort between government and the
private sector to ensure the liquidity, viability and sustainability of the
primary housing market.
Methodology,

data and limitations

The following are the four guidelines employed in the computation and analysis of housing interventions:
1. Computing the magnitude of social costs and benefits is by
type of intervention rather than by program. This is because
programs usually have one or more types of subsidies. The
subsidies generated by a program are computed as the sum
of subsidies generated by each housing intervention in that
program.
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2.

In accounting
for who benefits and who pays for the interventions, the different perspectives
of specific actors are taken.
Here, the program design is important;
hence, the discussion
is by program.
who got which

3.

Housing Programs

Accounting
for the full amount of subsidies,
part and who the payors are, is given.

When transactions
extend
value of the implied stream
total subsidy

arising

beyond
of flows

one period,
the present
is used to account for the

from the transaction.

27 The discount

rate

used for all present value calculations
is 12 percent following
the estimate by Medalla (1996). The discount
rate measures
the rate of compensation
that will rlLake a decisionmaker
agree
to forego using his money today and use it instead in the next
period.
To make the amount of subsidies
more significant,
subsidies
per
unit, per beneficiary
and per peso loan are also presented.
In the estimation
of the actual incidence
of the subsidies,
stock
estimation
is used.
housing

Social

cost and benefit
computation
This section discusses the method
each type of intervention in the Philippine
are interest subsidy, guarantee
straight grant. Subsequently,
benefits.
(1)

Interest

of computing
the social cost for
housing sector. The interventions

coverage,i tax exemption,
resettlement
and
we discuss the computation
of the social

subsidy

Whenever
a program
sells loans at below market rate, an interest
subsidy is given. To compute for the interest subsidy of a loan of a given
maturity, the present value of the stream of interest payments
iander the
market interest rate and the actual interest irate are computed. The difference
between
these two values is the impliedi subsidy for the loan transaction.
For example,
in the case of UHLP, the program
offers three loan
packages,
namely, up to P150,000, over P150,000 to ta225,000 and over

t- T values t
27 E (]. + rate)t
t=l

This formula computes the net present value of a stream of

values for each period t and for T periods where "rate" is the discount rate.
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P225,000 to P375,000. It is assumed that loans have a uniform maturity of
25 years. To compute for the equivalent market rate of a UHLP loan, the
study applied the best estimate of an equivalent loan from private banks
and the principle that smaller loan packages are more costly to administer
per peso than larger ones. za The lowest loan size entertained by private
banks is P500,000. The common rate for a five-year fLxed-rate loan of this
size is 19 percent per annum. Since a UHLP loan is much smaller and has
a much longer term than this, we added 2 percent to this prevailing
market rate for the largest UHLP loan package.
The computation of the social cost (SC) of an interest subsidy is as
follows:

(1) •
where
A
M
r
s
t
T

t_r
SCis = t--o
_ A t (1
(r-s)
+ +
r)tM '
=
=
-_
=
=
=

2) Guarantee

amortization,
management/administration
market interest rate,
subsidized rate, s<r,
time, and
end of program/account.

cost,

coverage

To calculate the subsidy implications of a pure guarantee program,
the present value of the stream of premium revenues (premium payments)
compared with the present value of losses from guarantee calls (loan
losses avoided) need to be computed. The difference between the two is
the amount of subsidy.
For instance, in the HIGC guarantee programs, the subsidy from
the beneficiary's point of view is the present value of the stream of loans
losses avoided due to the guarantee cover and the premium payments
over the loan's lifespan. From the point of view of HIGC, it is the difference
between the present value of premium revenues and the present value of
losses from guarantee calls.
"*Anearlierdraftof thestudyassumed thatsmallerloans areriskierand thus adtusted
the market rate according to loan size. However, it was pointed out in a technical
w_rkshoo
organ!zed by.
FIUDCCon the re,,sultsof the study that smaller loans are not
necemarflyriskierthan
largerloans.
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The computation

of the social cost of a resettlement

is as follows:

t=T

(4)

SC=

RC - t-o
_. At (l(1++ r)r)t+ Mt '

where the variable not earlier defined is
RC =
resettlement cost, valued at market rates.

5) Straight

grant

A component of the Abot-Kaya Pabahay program is amortization
support which is a straight grant to the beneficiary. The subsidy cost
under this program is identical to the value of the grant.
The computation

of the social cost of the straight grant is as follows:

t=T

.

(1 + r)t '

where the variable not earlier defined is
G

=

grants,

6) Total social cost
The total social cost of the housing

(6) vsc=
7) Administration

subsidies is

+s% +sc, +sc +sc
cost

If the cost of administering the program is not built into the cost of
the intervention, then this needs to be added to the TSC. For instance, for
the NHMFC-administered programs where imputation of administrative
costs per intervention
is not specified,
we assume a 0.82 percent
administration cost. This is computed as the ratio of NHMFC's administrative
and operating expenses (plus, loan loss provisions) to outstanding
mortgage contract receivables.
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Total social benefit
Given the discussions

earlier, the total social benefit is
t=T

(7.)

TSB = PisSCi_+ D
, SC

+ PteSCte + psc

+&sc

+_

Et

(1+ ,)'

,

where the variables not earlier defined are

9)

E

=

p

=

public goods arising from the housing progrmns, e.g., better
sanitation, better social cohesion, and
proportion
of the subsidy received by the intended
beneficiaries, i.e, the poor, p<l.

Net social benefit

The net social benefit of the housing programs
between, the total social benefit and the social cost or

is the difference

(8) NSB = 7SB - TSC'
The interventions in the housing sector are only justified ff NSB is
positive or TSB is greater than TSC. It is clear from (7) that the better the
targeting of the programs (higher values of p) is, the more likely NSB will
be positive.
Who benefits

and who pays for the subsidy

This section discusses how the study determines who benefits
and who pays for the subsidy. To simplify matters and to appreciate the
subsidy's implications, we analyze the different perspectives of program
actors. The study looks at the subsidy botti from the demand (beneficiary)
side and the supply (funding agencies; government) side to create a
complete picture of who benefits and who pays for the subsidy as per
program design.
Unified Home Lending Program
(UHLP).
in the UHLP, the
NHMFC promises to pay 10.25 percent to ffmding agencies (HDMF, G'_1_
SSS) and manages its portfolio of three loan packages with loan size
up P150,000, over P150,000 to P225,000 and over P225,000 to P375,(
and bearing interest rates of 9, 12 and 16 percent, respectively, to ha_
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margin of at least 2 percent
It must be noted that the

to cover the program's administration
cost. 29
beneficiaries
of the program
are limited to

members of the respective
funding agencies.
There are three perspectives
that must be considered
in the analysis
of the interest subsidy under the UHLP. These are the perspectives
of the
borrower, the funding agency and NHMFC.
From the borrower's
point of view, the interest
subsidy
is the
difference
between
what the borrower
would have otherwise
paid for
the loan and what was actually paid for a UHLP loan. For instance, if an
equivalent
loan in a private bank fetched a 23 percent interest rate while
a UHLP loan charges only 9 percent, then the interest subsidy benefit for
the borrower is the present value of the difference
between
the interest
payment stream at 23 percent and the interest payment stream at 9 percent
discounted
over the term of the loan.
From the funding
percent
and they lose

agencies' point of view, NHMFC pays them 10.25
the opportunity
of earning greater yields from

alternative investments,
e.g., government
securities. The funding agency's
contribution
to the total subsidy is the present value of these interest
earnings
forgone discounted
over the life of the loan. The NHMFC,
assuming
it manages
its portfolio well and lives within the 2 percent
administration
cost, does not incur any extra costs.
Thus, the subsidy under the UHLP program, by design, accrues to
and is being paid for by the members
of the funding agencies,
HDMF, GSIS and SSS. It remains to be seen whether,
within
institutions,
the actual borrowers
by income group correspond
intended
beneficiaries.

namely,
funding
to the

Unpaid loans, including interest foregone from unpaid amortization,
and penalty condonation
constitute another form of subsidy to (delinquent)
borrowers.
To measure
the interest foregone
from unpaid
loans, the
study used the conservative
interest earnings from a riskless asset--the
Treasury bill of the National Government.
For the penalty condonation,
the amount of penalty condoned
is also the measure of the subsidy.
Community
Mortgage
Program.
This program provides loans at
subsidized
rates, thus, the benefits from the point of view of the borrower
is identical to UHLP. What differs is the source of financing for the subsidies.

29Two percent is NHMFC's estimated administration cost for its lending programs.
We used in our computation an administration cost of 0.82 percent based on actual
figures submitted to tLS.
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There are three perspectives one needs to look into in analyzing
the subsidy implications of the program. These are the perspectives of
the insured, the HIGC and the government, particularly, the Department
of Finance (DOF).
From the point of view of the insured, the benefits are the difference
between the present value of the losses avoided given the guarantee
cover and the premium payments. Because tax exemption is also provided,
the present value of the tax exemptions has to be added.
From the point of View of HIGC, the cost of the subsidy is the
difference between the present value of premium revenues and the losses
from guarantee calls. From the point of view of the DOF, program cost is
the present value of the tax revenues foregone, and the cost of supporting
HIGC via implicit guarantees.
If HIGC manages its portfolio well and avoids losses, it is effectively
providing subsidy in the form of tax exemption at the expense of the
DOF.
National Housing Authority
(NHA) Resettlement
Program.
This program tasks the NHA to move families to a relocation site and
provide them with housing for a repayment stream of P30 to P50 per
month for 25 years depending on size and location of home lots.
From the point of view of the beneficiary, the subsidy benefits are
the difference between the value of the housing provided to him and the
present value of the repayment stream he has to make.
From the point of view of the government, as represented by NHA,
the subsidy implication is also the difference between the actual
resettlement expenditure and the present value of the repayment payment
stream.
Thus, under the program, whatever subsidy the beneficiary receives
is being paid for solely by the National Government.
HDMF Expanded
Housing
Loan Program
(EHLP).
The
mechanics of this program is identical to UHLP except that this is an
internal program of HMDF. The subsidy accounting is also identical with
UHLP under the assumption that the true cost of administering the program
is 2 percent of the loan amount.
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Assumptions,

data

Housing Prograrm

and limltatioJ3$

1) Assumptions
Market
rate for housing
loans (UHLP,
is based on the 19 percent
interest rate charged

EHLP and OIP).
This
by PCIBank for its five-

year fixed rate housing loan. Since the minimum loan amount for PCIBank
is P500,000 and the maximum
maturity period is 20 years, two percent
was added to the market rate to account for the longer maturity period ot
UHLP and EHLP loans as well as the higher transactions
costs associated
with lower loan amountsP _
Cost of funds

to NHMFC.

This is computed

as the average

interest

rate charged by the SSS, GSIS and HDMF on their loans to NHMFC. The
interest rate to be paid is negotiated
with NHMFC. For 1993, 1994 and
1995, the average
respectively.
Cost

offunda

rates

charged

tofunders.

are

11.04,

11.11

This is based

and

11.72

on the highest

percent,

yield

on

alternative
investments
of the funding agencies, i.e., stocks. Based on the
rate of return on investments
of four blue<hip
stocks for 1995, an average
return of 22 percent was used. The four chosen stocks and their ROI are
Meralco (13 percent), PLDT (12 percenO, San Miguel (39 percent)
and
Ayala Corporation
(26 percent).
Foregone
interest.
The opportunity
cost
represented
by the 1995 average 91-day Treasury

of unpaid
amounts
is
bill rate of 11 percent.

Market
rate for developmental
loans.
This is based on BPI
Family Bank's rate of 16.5 percent
for developmental
loans. Since the
minimum
loan amount
for this loan is P5 million, the market rate was
adjusted upwards
loan amounts.

to account

for the additional

risk associated

with lower

-_PCIBank also offers housing loans at 16 percent interest with similar loan amounl
and maturity. However, the 16 percent rate is fixed up to one year only in contrast to the
19 percent interest rate that is fixed for five years. Other banks such as the Planter.,
Development Bank offer rates at 18.5 percent for one-year fixed rate loan. These package.,
contrast with the UHLP's and EHLP's 25-year fixed housing loan rate_
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itlGC guarantee
programs.
Retail bank loans are assumed to
have a typical interest rate of 16 percent payable over 15 years; developer's
contracts to sell are assumed to carry 16 percent interest rate payable
over five years; developmental loans are assumed to have an interest rate
of 16 percent, payable over two years. The tax rate applied on developer's
interest income is 20 percent, while for banks, 5 percent, representing the
gross receipts tax that was added.
2) Actual data gathered
The following is the list of data gathered by program:
For UHLP:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Loan values per loan package
Number of units and number of beneficiaries per loan package
Ageing of accounts
Interest rates charged by SSS, GSIS, HDMF
Fund releases of SSS, GSIS, HDMF to the UHLP
Collection efficiency of NHMFC

For CMP, SHDLP..
1. Total loans released
2.
Number of units funded
For Abot-Kaya_"
1. Amount of loan amortization support granted
2. Loans released under developmental
component
3. Amount guaranteed under cashflow component
4.
Called accounts on cashflow guarantees
For EHLP..
1. Loan values per loan package
2.
Number of units and number of beneficiaries

per loan package

For NHA Resettlement:
1. Value of resettlement program per NSP
2. Project ProFile of Area D-3, Phases I and II
3. Land and land development costs of resettlement joint venture
projects with LGUs
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For HIGC Guarantees:
1.
2.

Amount of newly enrolled loans per guarantee
Called accounts

type

3) Scope and limitations
1.

2.

Subsidy computations were made only for a select group of
programs. Other programs were not covered primarily due to
insufficient data. The estimates for the magnitude of subsides
are all present values. The subsidies estimated for the incidence
of the benefits were stock estimates.
Subsidy computations covered only transactions recorded from
1993 to 1995.

3.

Subsidies on mortgage programs should ideally include not
only the interest subsidies but also arrearages, bad debts and
penalties condoned. However, data on these were inaccessible.
Our estimates for UI--ILPincluded some figures on interest
foregone on arrearages. In other programs, only the interest
subsidies were estimated.

4.

The difficulty of getting data on the profile of borrowers/
beneficiaries, e.g., income data, income class and demographic
statistics, is a limitation on our analysis of the incidence of
housing subsidies.
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Table

5.1.

Sumnlary"

of hotlsllllg

$ub$idl_-.

Benef'tciaries/3
Programs/1

(2)

L

1993-1995

,,,

(3!**i

(in "lffmillion)

payers/3

Governn't6nt Fund Memlxrrs

(1) , .

=

alll pro_,

NHMFC

Total

(4)

(5)

(6)

8,007.6

(1,835.1)

6,493.5

UHLP
Interest subsidy/2
NHMFC losses
CMP

18,825.9
321.0

Interest subsidy/2
CISFAcontributions

933.8
380.0

NHMFC losses
S//DLP

8.8

Interest subsidy
EHLP

388.8

24.1

Interest subsidy/2
Abot-Kal_ Fund
Cash transfer
Interest subsidy
Coverage/admin. subsidy
Los_mson called accounts

3,166.1

990.9

990.9

3.5
1.2
21.5
1.8

CISFAreleases
HIGC Retail

1,430.0

Tax Exemption
Premium Income

1,782.0
(681.0)

Loan losms
HIGC Developmental
Tax Exemption
Premium income
Loan losses
NHA Resettlement

293
(12A)

Resettlement subsidy

1,430.0

1,782.0
(681.0)
155.0

1.256,0

29.3
(12,4)
9.2

26.1

1,302.0

Budget Releases

885.7

TOTAL/4

25.397.8

885.7

4,307.6

8,998.5

(1.835.1)

11:.471.0

/1

For HIGC guarantees, refers to HIGC and DoE

/2
/3

Subsidy figures from borrowers' perspective based on 21% market rote a_sumption_
Figures in ixaremheses represent income to the government. Thus, the figure tinder column 5 shows that
based on actual administration costs. NHMFC should eafil from the UHLP's cross-sulxsidy _heme.
Differences arise due to: (a) market intetest rate assumptions from the beneficiaries' aml payers' viewpoint;
(b) lomes on operations; and (c) minhllal usage of government funds relea.,;edto the Abot-Kal.a Progrsm.

/4

TOTALS(Beneficiaries'

VieupoinO

Interest su&_idy
Tax"exemption
Cash transfer

Letels
22,95I. I
1,141.1
3.5

% o.1"Total
90. 4
4.5
0.0

Land cost subsidy
Total

1,302.0
25,397. 7

5.1
100.0
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it represents income foregone for the funders because of UHLP. Moreover,
participation
in the program weakens the financial position of the funders
as loan defaults and loan collection problems lead to threats of bankruptcy
for the housing agencies and pressure for the government
to re-capitalize
them. To the extent that this happens,
taxpayers
ultimately bear the cost
of the program. It also matters to society
within the funding
institutions
follow
lower income members
subsidizing
the
beneficiaries
of the program are not the
parties to the program
shouldering
additional
Table 5.2. Interest

whether (or not): (a) the subsidies
some perverse
pattern,
i.e., the
higher income group; (b) actual
targeted group; and (c) the other

the NHMFC and the National
costs.

Government--are

subsidy to the UHiJP
Cost of Subsidy
(in _ million)

Subsidy/house
unit

9 percent
12 percent
16 percent

2,055.5
2,621.2
3,330.9

38,552
59,435
91,807

Total

8,007_6

59,892

If everything works well under the UHLP setup with all due amounts
collected
promptly,
the NHMFC should break even and live within the
two percent of loan amount budgeted
for administration
expenses.
The
NHMFC's true administration
cost, based
on its 1993-1995
financial
statements,
is only 0.82 percent of the loan amount. This means that the
NHMFC's actual cost of administering
the UHLP is lower than commonly
known so that the cross-subsidy
scheme should be effective. The estimates
show
value

that for loans granted
of the 25-year subsidy

during the three-year
period, the present
stream involved in the three loan packages

is negative, i.e., the earnings
from the 16 percent loans were more than
enough to cover the subsidy under the 9 percent and 12 percent loans so
that the NHMFC should be able to earn a net amount of P1.8 billion from
the UHLP.
Despite the above, the NHMFC, after nearly 10 years of administering
the UHI_, still ended up in the red. The agency incurred
net losses of
P64.1 million in 1993, P251.7 million in 1994, and another P243.7 million
in 1995, signaling

problems

in the UHLP's

actual

implementation.
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The subsidy figures above assume that the UHLP works perfectly,
with borrowers repaying all the loans, t+Iowever, the collection efficient 3
of UHLP is 'very low. As a result, NHMFC is not only unable to realize it.,
expected income but is also incurring extra costs associated with foregone
interest earnings and foreclosure expenses (including the anaounts b}
which the asset disposition price falls below the outstanding loan amount).
As of April 1996, unpaid loan amortizations for one month and above
have reached 929.3 billion. Under the law, 79 percent of these loans are
already in default and 40 percent of them are beyond the one-yem
redemption period for foreclosures. From the unpaid amortizations on
these loans, the government already lost P10.9 million in interest income
as of April 1996, not to mention the opportunity losses of these fi_mds.
Thus, the government is simply providing free housing to the delinquent
borrowers, with taxpayers, ulth_mtely, shouldering the costs.
Indeed, this can be seen from the government's equity contributions
to the NHMFC to support the latter's operations. The losses incurred by
the NHMFC on its loan operations constitute an actual cash outflow from
the government's coffers. The UHLP's share in the NHMFC's losses from
1993 to 1995 is estimated at P321 million?'- This direct subsidy from the
government to the UHLP represents the actual cost to the government of
having the Ut-ILP program in place. At the same time, the government
continues to lose for as long as the loans remain uncollected
and
foreclosure proceedings are not pursued.
Further, additional
subsidy is provided
through the penalty
condonation program, where delinquent borrowers get a percentage of
their penalties written off upon payment Of certain amounts of their tmpaid
loans. The subsidy here is equal to the total amount of condoned penalties.
While no data on the latter are available, the design of the penalty
condonation program gives larger subsidies to "older" loans. Thus, on a
P150,000 loan, the one-year delinquent: borrov_er receives only P358 as
subsidy compared to an all-time delinquent (10 years) who receives P42,411
(or 75 times more). ,s-sMoreover, the condoned amount for the former is
just 14 percent of the downpayment the borrower is required to put up as
against the latter's 65 percent. What makes the penalty condonation
._2This iscomputed based on the "loan.lossprovision"item in the NHMFC'sfinancial
statements from 1993to 1995. During the three-year pericxt,the average shares of the
UHLP,CMPand SHDLP(based on tim sizes oflthese programs) are 95-1, 2.6 and 2.3
percent, respectively.
33Referto Annex 5.4.
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program even worse is the disincentive
it gives borrowers
to repay their
loans on time. Condonation
induces people to expect similar treatment
in
the future, which

will erode

even more the willingness

to repay

the loans. 3_

Caomn_nfty
Mortgage
Program
(CMP).
The subsidy under the
CMP may be viewed
from two different perspectives--at
the receiving
end are the final beneficiaries
and at the giving end is the National
Government.
Just like the UHLP, the subsidy to the beneficiaries
under
the CMP is the difference
between
interest
payment
for a marketdetermined

loan

and a CMP loan.

For loans

the total subsidy to CMP borrowers
Relative to the UHLP, this subsidy
subsidy involved
loan sizes under
borrower.

granted

from 1993 to 1995,

is equal to D 933.8 million (Table 5.3).
is very small despite the huge interest

in CMP loans. This may be explained
by the fact that
CMP are actually very small, averaging
ta25,951 per

Nonetheless,

even with the small CMP loan size, the government

is still giving a subsidy of P30,009 per borrower
(roughly
income of a household
in the second income decile).
Table 5.3. interest

main

subsidy

the

annual

to the CMP

Year

Subsidy amount (in P-million)

Subsidy/h0useunit

1995
1994
1993

278.9
327.6
327.3

27,513
28,027
35,227

Total

933.8

30,009

Looking at the program from the government's
side, tlae program's
source of funding is the CISFA (Table 5.4). Under the CISFA, P-380

million were directly released to the program from 1994 to 1995. However,
NHMFC actually gets additional
funding for the CMP from the unutilized

'

funds appropriated
"by the government
to the Abot-KaVa
Program.
According to the NHMFC, the CMP received a total of ta-189.3 million from
1993 to 1995 as interest subsidy under this component.
Moreover, based
on the NHMFC's loan losses during the period, the estimated
share of the
CMP in these losses totaled P8.8 million. -_5Thus, the budgetary
cost to the
government

of the CMP subsidy

during

the period

equaled

P-570 million.

34 The program has no credible threat of foreclosure that may instill fear on the
delinquents.
35 Refer to footnote 37.
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Table 5.4. Government
subsidy reieasesi to selected
(in P million), 1993-1995
i

Housing Programs

housing

programs

t

Programs

_993

1994

1995

Total

190.0
95.0

127.0
63.0
190.0

253.0
127.0
190.0

570.0
285.0
380.0

190.0

100.0

285.0

575.0

398.1

487.6
103.0

885.7
103.0

b
I

NHMFC
Abot-Kaya Pabahay Fund (AKPF)
Amortization Support
Developmental Loan
Community Mortgage Program
HIGC
AKPF - Cashflow Guarantee
NHA
Resettlement
Cost Recoverable Program

Social

Housing

Develolnnent

l_oan

Program

(SHDLP).

The

subsidy under the SHDLP accrues directly to the developer
who gains
access to developmental
loans at interest rates below the prevailing market
rate. Based on the amount of the loans released under the program from
1993 to 1995, the total subsidy to the developer
equaled
P24.1 million
during the three-year
period or 3.4 percent
of the entire loan amount
under the SHDLP (Table 5.5). Given that some 31,119 units were built
with these funds, the subsidy per unit of housing constructed
is P774,
which is less than 1 percent of the estimated
land development
and house
construction
cost of a P150,000 unit.
Table 5.5. Interest

subsidy

to the SHDLP

Year Subsidyamount (in t• million)
'1995
9.4
1.994
10.6
1993
4.1
Total
The subsidy

Subsidy/houseunit
925
908
441

24.1
under

774

the SHDLP is more likely

to be captured

by the

developer
rather than passed on to the f'mal homeowners
through lower
prices on the housing units. This is because
the ceiling set by the NHMFC
on the selling price of the final units (P150,000) is already considered
low
by many

in view

of rising

building

costs.

The

only way,

then,

for the
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For
beneficiary

the amortization
is exactly equal

Housing Programs

support
component,
the
to the Abot-Kaya _-counterpart

subsidy
to the
in the monthly

amortization
of the beneficiary's
loan, plus an estimated
1/2 of i percent
of the amount t.o cover for administratioli
costs2* From 1993 to 1995, the,
subsidy totaled P3.5 million, which is very small relative to the subsidies
involved

in other

essentially
represents

programs.

Moreover,

carry hidden
subsidies,
an outright subsidy and

unlike

the other

programs

the amortization
support
thus, can be traced back

that

program
to actual

budget releases
from the National Government.
From d'te government's
side, releases to the program from 1993 to 1995 under the CISFA reached
P570

million.

The

huge

difference

in the

two

points

of view

on

the

magnitude
of the amortization
support
subsidy may represent
sonm of
the amount channeled
by the NHMFC to the CMP for the latter's interest
subsidy program.
The second component
of the Abot-Kaya,
the developmental
component,
constitutes
another
interest subsidy program
sunilar

loan
to the

SHDLP. The subsidy
here goes to the developer
who uses cheaper
government
funds for their projects instead of private sector funds. With
only a handful of projects accessing
these funds, total subsidy from 1993
to 1995 equaled
only P1.3 millionl or 5.4 percent
of the subsidy
to
developers
under the SHDLP.
Finally, the subsidy that goes to the cashflowguarantee
program
is
the difference
between the amount paid out on called loans and the asset
disposition
price. Of the total P1.7 billion loans guaranteed
from 1993 m
1995 under the cashflow
guaranty
program,
actual payments
on called
accounts
amounted
to P3.53 million. Since these clahns were made in
1995,

the

assets,

most

of which

are

lots located

in. labar-threatened

Pampanga,
have not yet been disposed.
Assuming that the HIGC is able
to recover 50 percent of the amount it paid out, the net subsidy is equal
to P1.8 million. In addition,
the program
is providing
free insurance
to
the funders of these low-cost housing loans. Based on the cash guarantee
fee of 1.25 percent
of the loan. amount,
the subsidy
in. terms of free
insurance
(which in normal cases would cover for administration
costs)
totaled

P21.4 million

from

1993 to 1995P 9

_ssThe rationale for using a 1 percent administration cost is that unlike the UHLP,the
amortization suppo_* program does not involve loan repayment collection; hence, the
associated achninistration cost is lower.
_9 The t=1.8million is computed as 50 percent of Ia3.53 million. The free insurance
of P21.4 million is computed as 1.25 percent of tt_e P-1_7billion guarantees.
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Meanwhile, from the government's viewpoint, a total of P285 million
and P575 million, respectively, were released to the developmental loan
and to the cashflow guarantee components from 1993 to 1995 (Table
5.4). Together with the amortization support component, these direct
subsidy funds from the National Government to the Abot-Kaya program,
during the three-year period, totaled {al.4 billion.
HIGC Guarantee
Programs,
There are principally two parties
involved in these programs--the
government
(as represented
by the
Department of Finance (DOF) and the HIGC on the one hand and the
private sector financiers of the guaranteed loans (banks and developers)
on the other. The subsidy under these programs comes through the tax
break on interest income given to the financiers of housing loans. From
the side of the government (in particular, the DOF), this tax incentive
represedts a revenue loss. However, inasmuch as guarantee fees are paid
to the HIGC, the government also earns insurance income. Overall, the
difference between the two is the net subsidy government provided to
the program. 4°What the government loses, the private financiers gain. 4'
For the latter group, the subsidy is the difference between the premium
they pay for the guarantee and the income they realize from tax savings.
For a typical bank retail loan with an interest rate of 16 percent and
maturity period up to 15 years, calculations show the HIGC guarantee
actually leads to losses for the government. The computation shows that
for eve1T peso the HICG guarantees (cash or bond), the government
loses 13 centavos of tax revenue. It, however, gains seven centavos as
premium income on cash guarantees and five centavos on bond guarantees.
In the end, though, it still loses six centavos on cash guarantee and eight
centavos on a bond guarantee per peso guarantee (Table 5.6). Hence,
bond guarantees are more expensive for the government
than cash
guarantees.
The government's net losses represent the amount that is transferred
to the bank. For the bank, what this means is that the tax savings it gets
is more than enough to cover for its premium expenses, such that in the
end, the government is not only giving it free insurance, but an extra six

_'_Anothefaspect that the study has not accounted for due to the unavailabiliW of
data are the dividends H1GCremits to the NationalGovernment. When these dividends
are included in the estimates, the net subsidy provided by the government shoukl be
lower than the figures in the study.
*' The estimatesdo not include the gain captured by the HIGCvia a larger volt,me
of business,
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centavos

as well

(or eight centavos

for bond

ttousing

guarantees).

Programs

Moreover,

the

government
is bearing
most of the default, risk on its housing
loan
guaramees
and is obligated
to pay up any related
insurance
claim.
Assuming a 1 percent loss on. insurance
claims, the cost to the government
increases
to seven centavos
for cash guarantees
and nine centavos
for
bond

guarantees.

42

Other guarantee
programs share the same story. Table 5.6 gives tile
per peso losses of the government
for each of the guarantee
programs.
The costliest of the guarantee
programs
is the retail bank loan guarantee
line, where the loan term is at an average of 15 years as compared
to just
five years for developers'
contracts to sell. and two years for developmental
loans. In the case of the higher priced developmental
cash guarantees
(2.25 percent),
however,
the government
is able to obtain a net gain of
0.1 centavo per peso guarantee.
Nonetheless,
the DOF still loses three
centavos for every peso guarantee
on a developmental
loan.
Table 5.6. Per peso subsidy
Fiscal Cost

on HIGC guarantees

PremiumIncome

Guarantee Type

LOSSto Government
Cash

Bond

Cash

Bond

Cash

Bond

Retail
Bank
Developer

0.13
0_04

0.13
0.04

0.07
0.03

0-05
0.01

0.06
0.01

0.07
0.02

0.08
0.03

0,09
0.04

Developmental
<ia225,000

0.03

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.02

0.02

0.03

0.03

0_03

0.03

0.01

-0.00'1.

0_(01

0.02

0-03

>P225,000

Using these
calculations,
government
on the tax incentive
computed
(Table 5.7) From. 1993
billion, the government
lost P1.8
million in premium
income, for a

w/0claimsw/daimsw/0claims w/claims

the actual
losses
incurred
by the
given to HIGC guaranteed
loans were
to 1995, on the total coverage
of P16.6
billion in tax revenue and gained P693
net loss (without claims) of Pl. 1 billion.

This is about 1/3 of I percent of tax revenues
in 1995. Fmxher, providing
for possible losses associated with claims on the guacantees, the net subsidy
42HIGC claims that it has a 50 percent recovery on loan defaults. Based on the
actual percentage of claims on HIGC to its outstar_ding guarantees, the losses a_ociated
with loan defaults would be very small (0.01 percent of outstanding guarantees). Hence,
the study's computation.s, assuming no claims, would be a good approximation of the
total subsidy on the HIGC guarantees. The estimates aasuming a 1 percent lo6s on
insurance claims show by how much the subsidy will increase given the 1 percent loKs_
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under the program is higher at P1.3 billion (or 2/5 of 1 percent of 1995
tax revenues).
The largest subsidy group, with net subsidies amounting to P1 billion
(or 94 percent of the total net subsidy on HIGC guarantees), is the retail
loan guarantee for banks. Tile bulk of these subsidies, or P886 million (or
1/3 of 1 percent of 1995 tax revenues), is associated with subsidies to
retail bond guarantees while subsidies to cash guarantees amount to only
P165 million (1/20 of 1 percent of tax revenues in 1995). In comparison,
net subsidies to developers' retail guarantees represent only 5 percent of
the subsidies to banks' retail guarantees. On the other hand, subsidies to
developmental
loan guarantees are a much smaller component of the
guarantee subsidy program, totaling only P17 million.
NHA Resettlement
Program.
The subsidy under this program is
the sale of govermnent assets (i.e., developed land) to beneficiaries at
subsidized prices (P30 to P50 per month for 25 years). Based on the
average resettlement cost from 1993 to 1995, the subsidy per unit of
home lot is ta53,536 for a P50 rental unit and P55,435 for a P30 rental unit
(Table 5.8). These amounts are roughly the equivalent of the annual
income of a household belonging to the fifth income decile. Further,
these subsidies are between 92 and 95 percent of the per unit resettlement
cost. While the share of the subsidy to total cost is large, the resettlement
program gives, at most, only 41 percent of the amount of subsidy given
to a P150,000 UHLP loan borrower; considering that it is supposed to be
a program targeted to the poorest of dae poor.
Given the total number of units (24,278) generated from 1993 to
1995 under the resettlement program, the total subsidy to the beneficiaries
would be around PI.3 billion (or 1/15 of 1 percent of 1995 GNP). Howeve/',
these estimates did not consider the fact that some of the projects were
undertaken
under joint ventaare arrangements
with LGUs. For these
projects, tile subsidy would be less since the NHA's share of the cost
would only be equal to the cost of land development. 43 Looking at the
program from the Department of Budget and Management's
side, the
government's actual releases to the program totaled P885.7 million during
the period.
43Data fromthe NHAshowed that the total NI-IAcounterpart for land development
in )oint vmlttlre projects with LGUstotaled 9330 million on 18,498 units. Ideally, the
amotmtc_anbe deductedfromthetotal resettlementcostto getthe c_stofNlqA-adminksxered
PtarOjects_
However, the authors encountered problems with reconciling the two sets of
ta.
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5.7.

subsidy
due to HIGC guarantees
New enrollments,
1993-1995
Total
Bank

Amount of Guarantees 1/
Cash
Bond
Fiscal Cost
Cash
Bond
Total
Premium
Cash
Bond
Total

Hottsing

Programs

(in ]P million)

Developmental/3

Developer

<P225,000

>P225,000

Total

2,878.8
10,439.2

47916
1,739,2

174.I
631_2

49.1
178.0

3,581.6
12,987.6

364.0
1,320.0
1,684.0

21.0
77.0
98.0

4.9
18.0
22.9

]..4
5.0
6.4

391.3
1,420_0
1,811.3

199.0
434.0
633.0

15.0
33.0
48.0

2.9
6.0
8-9

1.5
2.0
3.5

218.4
475.0
693.4

165.0
193.0

6.0
1.1.0

2.1
3.8

(0.1)
0.4

1.73.0
208_2

886_0
990.0

44.0
62.0

12.0
18.0

3.0
4.0

945.0
1,074.0

1.,051.0
1,1.83.0

50.0
73.0

14.1
21.8

2.9
4.4

1,118.0
1.,282.2

Income

Loss to Gov't/Gain
Funders/2
Cash
w/o claims
w/cl.ahns
Bond
w/o claims
w/claims
Total
w/o claims
w/clamls

to

/1 Distribution between cash and bond guarantees based on the shares of each to
total guarantees as of June 30, 1996 (e-ash - 21.6 percent; bond - 78.4 percent).
/2 Claims assumed at 1 percent. Refer to footnote 41.
/3 Loan value classification based on the average 1993-1995 developmental
guarantee
portfolio of HIGC (<P225,000 - 78 percent; >P225,000 - 22 percent).
Table

5.8.

Subsidy

to resettlement

program,

Rental

1993-1995

= P30/month

Subsidy per unit

Notes:
7'btal resettlement cost (in t9 million)
Number q[ units
Resettlement cost

L

z taS0/month

55,435

53,536-

95

92

1,344
667
530
147

1,302
646
514
142

Subsidy per peso cost
Total subsidy (in P million)
1995
1994
1993

Rental

. l, 41_5
24,2 78
58_284
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Further, it should be noted that the above figures do not include
yet the underpricing of the land cost by the NHA. Box 5 gives a case
study of how to facu)r in the difference between the government's and
the market's valuation of the land in computing for the total subsidies
)rovided by NHA.
^ ,,
Box 5. NHA Resettlement

Program

The National Housing Authority (.NHA) carried out the M'ea D-3 Phase I-II
resettlement project in 1994 as a relocation site for Metro Manila squatters. Located in
Dasmari_as, Cavite, the p,-oject targeted Department of Public Works and Highways
squatters as well as those near the Pasig River, the Ninoy Aquino International
Mrpo,'t
and PIlilippine Po,ls Authorities as beneficiaries.
The project sought to create 3,733
home lots R)r the consxruction of the beneficiaries' individual housing units.
Land area for the entire project totaled 303,731 sq.m_ with individual lot sizes at
50 sq.m. Land c¢__'-;t
equaled P9.1 million while land development
cost covering roa,ds,
drainage, sewer, water and powe," systems as well as community _Zacilities, reached
t:'61.5 million. Overall, the project cost the government P70.6 million to complete.
Beneficiaries of each trait were required to pay t'50 per month for 25 years.
After this period, the land is turned over to them.
Given the above figures, the mag,_itude of the subsidy ks the difference between
the resettlement cost and the present wilue of the beneficiaries' repayment stream;
plus, any diffe,-ence in I:,nd cost between the NHA's and the market's wduation. The
subsicly on resettlement is computed thus:
Resettlement cost per household (P70.6M/3,7331:'
Present Value of Payment stream (P50 month;
discount rate of 12 pefcent; 300 months):
Resettlement subsid_' per htn,sehold (a-c):
Resettlement subsidy per peso cost (c/a):

P 18,926

(a)

4,747
14.179
0.75

(b)
(c)
(d)

This means that for ever T peso the NHA spent on relocating the squatters to
.Dasn]arif_as. Cavite. it is giving out a subsidy equal to 75 centavos.
()n the average,
each taot,sehold-beneficiary
c)f the proiect received a subsidy of P14,179. Ttaks amount,
however, should be adjusted to reflect the fact that the market valued the Cavite land
at P450 per sq.m. whereas the NI-[A set the land cost at only P30 per sq.m.-' This
undervaluation
of the land should be considered as addition:.tl subsidy_ Thus,
Mn¢l subsidy per hc)t,sehold ((0450-P301"50
Total subsidy per hot,sehold (c+e):
Subsidy per peso cost (f/a):

square

meters.):

P21.000
35,179
1.86

(e)
(fJ
(g)

The final figure means that the NHA actually spent 86 centaw._s more for evex_"
peso cost it incurred fl'om the project, and each household, in fact, received a subsidy
of P35,179.

/-

i F;asicdata so_lrced from NHA. proiect profile of Area D-3 Phase I-ll.
2Market price of mw land in l>.LSmm'ii']as.
Cavite. sot,'ced fi'om Real Estate Monitor published
by E¢onomch.
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HDMF Expanded
Housing Loan Program (EHLP). Accounting
for the subsidy under the EHLP is similar to the procedure used for 13HLP.
In this case, on one side are the final beneficiaries who are members of
the HDMF, while on the other side is the HDMF itself which is providing
the subsidized loans.
For the beneficiaries, the total subsidy they received from 1993 to
1995 amounted to P3.2 billion, or 17 percent of total. UHLP subsidies
(Table 5.9). This represents the difference between what the borrowers
should have paid for a similar market loan and what they actually paid on
the EHLP loan. On a per unit basis, borrowers under the lowest loan
package received, on flae average, a subsidy of P102,244 (equivalent to
the annual income of household in eighth, decile). This is 24 percent
lower than the per unit subsidy of the same loan package under the
UHLP (Figure 5.8). This may be explained by the fact that the average
loan size of the 9 percent EHLP loan package is smaller than the UHLP
average loan. The ratio of the subsidy to the size of the loan (94 percent),
however, is the same as that under tim UHLP. The same pattern holds for
the higher loan packages, where borrowers received average subsidies of
P161,859 equivalent to the annual income of ninth decile households
for
the second level package, P124,160 equivalent to the annual income of
ninth decile household for the third level pacM_ge, and P97,356 equivalent
to annual income of eighth decile household for the highest package.
Figure 5.8. Per unit subsidy: UHLP vs. EHLP
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From
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Based

loan

(Table
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on the
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Subsidies:
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from alternative
value

from

1993
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cost

associated
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with

that yield
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EHLP

higher

amounted
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returns.
to P990.9

5.9).

5.9.

Interest

Loan Packages
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What It Costs the Philippine

subsidy

to the UHLP

(In P million),

Subsidy from
Borrower's Viewpoint

1993-1995

Subsidy from
HDMF's Viewpoint

9 percent
12 percent
16 percent
17 percent

1,666.5
995.9
497.9
5.8

797.0
309.5
(115.6)
(3.1)

Total

3,166_1

990.9

5.1. Magnitude
of housing
subsidies
under
assumptions,
1993-1995
(in P million)

different

market

rate

Market rate/
Loan Package

19 percent

21 percent

Difference

up to t_150,000
>150,000 to 22%000
>225,000 to 375,000
Total

5945.2
5309.2
2886.9
14141.3

7161.3
6844.9
4819.7
18825.9

1216.1
1535.7
1932.8
4684.6

.805.2

933.8

128.6

1383.5
772.5
298.2
2.9
2457.1

1666.5
995.9
497.9
5.8
3166.1

283.0
223.4
199.7
2.9
709.0

UHLP

CMP
EHLP
up to P-150,000
>150,000 to 225,000
>225,000 to 375,000
>375,000 to 500,000
Total

* The 19 percent market rate is based on PCIB's five-year freed rate housing loan with
maturity of 20 years and minimum loan value of P500,000. The 21 percent rate adjusts the
former rate to account for the higher maturity and lower loanabt_ amounts in the
government's housing programs.

oo
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Assuming

5.2a.

Interest

19percent

subsidy

to the UI-ILP (Borrower's

viewpoint),

1993-1995

nuarket rate

Loan Package

Year
(1)

b't-ILP
rate(%)Markettate(%)' Loanamount
(2)
(3)
(4)

Subsidy(PV)" No.of unitsSubsidy/unitN0.0fbeneficiaries
Subsidy_gic_'
(6)
(7)
(8)=(6)/(7)
(9)
(10)=(6)/(9)

up to P150,000

1995
1994
1993
Total

9
9
9

19
19
19

3,49.28,167,707 2,670,288,439
2,455,874,211 1,912,943,903
1,748,490,087 1,361,944,124
7,632,532,{3(_5 5,945,176,466

22,825
16,689
13,802
53,316

116,990
114,623
98,677
111,508

23,303
18,243
14,777
56,323

114,590
104,859
92,166
105,555

> 150,000 to 225,000

1995

12

19

3,831,194,492

2,110,582,567

17,704

119,215

18,934

111,471

1994
1.993

12
12

19
19

3,132,698,992
2,673,609,347

1.725,785.494
1,472,875,702

14,254
12,144

121,074
121,284

15,698
13,889

109,937
- 106,046

9,637,502,831

5,309,243,763

44,102

120,386

48,521

109,422

._

4,258,801,139 1,013,548,084
3,507,965.874
834,857,504
4_363,514,019 1,038,468,604
12,130,28t,032 2,886,874192

12,749
10,351
13,182
36,282

79,500
80,655
78,779
79,568

14,700
12,240
16,121
43,061

68,949
68,207
64,417
67,042

]_

29,400315,868 14,141,294,421 133,700
11,518,163,338 5,794,419,090 53,278

105,769
108,758

147,905
56,937

95,611
101,769

108,335
98,990

46,181
44,787

96,871
86,482

Total
>225,000 to 375,000

1995
1994
1993
Total
TOTAL
1995
1994
1993

16
16
16

19
19
19

9,096,539,077
8,785,613,453

4,473,586,901
3,873,288,430

Based on bank rate adjusted for risk, loan maturity.
"* Present value computed using annual discount rate = 12 percent; loan term = 25 years.

41,294
39,t28

_"

_

Annex
Assuming

5.2b.

Interest

21 percent

subsidy

to the UHIJ ) (Borrower's

viewpoint),

1993-1995

market rate

Loan Package

Year
(1)

up to P150,O00

1995
1994
1993

L_LPratei%)Marketrate(%)" Man amount
(2)
(3)
(4)
9
9
9

21
21
21

Total
> 150,000 to 22_,000

>225,000 to 375,000

TOTAL
1995
1994
1993

Subsidy(PV)'* No,of un_s SubsidyunitNo.ofbenefttdariesS_id_ben&iav;
(6)
(7)
(8)=(6)i"(7)
(9)
(10)=(6)./(9)

3,428,167,707 3,216,532,630
2,455,874,211 2,304,262,863
1,748,490,087 1,640,548,508

22,825
16,689
13,802

140,92t
138,071
118,863

23,303
18,243
14,777

138,031
126,309
111,020

7,632,532,005

7,161,344,00t

53,316

134,319

56,323

127,148

1995
1994

12
12

2t
21

3831.194.492
3,132,698,992

2.721,645040
2,224,949,704

17,704
14,254

153,697
156,093

18,934
15,698

143,712
141,735

1993
Total

12

21

2,673,609,347
9,637,502,831

1,898,888,575
6,844,883,319

t 2,144
44,102

156,364
155,206

13,889
48,521

136,719
141,071

1995
1994

16
t6

21
21

4,258,801,139
3,507,965,874

1,692,145,394
1 393.816.734

12,749
10,351

132,728
134,655

14,700
12,240

115,112
1t3,874

1993
Total

16

21

4,363,514,019 1,733,750,862
12,130,281,032 4,819,712,990

13,182
36, 282

131,524
t 32,840

16,121
43,061

107,546
111,928

29,40_),315,868 18,825,940,310 133,700
11,518,163,338 7,629,723,064 53,278

140,807
143,206

147,905
56,937

127,284
134,003

143,436
134,768

46,181
44,787

128,257
117,739

9,096,539,077
8,785,613,453

* Based on bank rate adjusted for risk, loan maturity.
'* Present value computed using annual discount rate = 12 percent;

5,923,029,301
5,273,187,945

41,294
39,128

,_

_i.
_'

_a

_"
e_.

loan term = 25 years.
0o
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5.3a.

Interest

subsidy

Usfng actual adm_ntstratfon
Loan Package

to the

UHLP (NHMFC's

viewpoint),

1993-1995

cost of O.82 percem
"r_r
(1)

L_qLP
rater% marketrate(%)'
(2)
(3)

LoanamounI
(4)

Subsidy(PV)" No.ofurutsSubs_dy/gnit,_o.0fben_daries8al)sid_;tbenefid_]
(6)
(7)
(8)=(6);'(7)
(9)
(10)=(6),/(9)

up to P150,000

1995
I994
1993
Total

9
9
9

12.54
11.93
1 I. 86

3,4).28,167,707 908,745,486
2,455,874,211 535,t34,041
1,748,490,087 371,555,177
7,632,532,005 1,815,434,704

22,825
16,689
13,802
53,316

39,814
32,065
26,920
34,050

23,303
18,243
t 4,...777
56,323

38,997
29,334
25,144
32,233

> 150,000 to 225,000

1995
1994
1993
Total

12
12
12

12.54
11.93
1t.86

3,831,194,492
3,132,698,992
2,673,609,347
9,637,502,831

t7,704
14,254
12,144
44,102

8,158
(2,085)
(3,277)
1,699

18,934
I5,698
13,889
48,521

7,628
(1,893)
(2,865)
1,544

>225,000 to 375,000

1995
1994
1993
Total

16
16
16

12.54
I1.93
11.86

12,749
(91,717)
10,351 (109,039)
13,182 (108,291)
36,282 (102,68I)

14,700
12,240
16,121
43,061

(79,544)
(92,211)
(88,549)
(86,516)

147,905
56,937
"461181
44,787

(I2,407)
(2,040)
(13,496)
(24,465)

TOTAL
1995
1994
1993

144,424,181
(29,715,094)
(39,795,293)
741913,794

_],258,801,139(1,169,300,954)
3.507,965874 (1,1_,664,963)
4,363,514,019 (1,427,490,664)
12,130_,281,032(3,725,956581)

29,400,315,868 (t.835 108.083) 133,700
11,518,163,338 (116,131,287) 53,278
9.096,539,07.7 (623,246016)
41,294
8,785.613,453 (1,095,730.780) 39,i28

(13,726)
(2,180)
(15,093)
(28,004)

* Based on the average interest rates charged by the SSS, GSIS, and HDMF + 0.82 percent for NHMFC's administration cost; computed as
the ratio of total administrative and operating expenses (including loan loss provisions) to the outstanding balance of Mortgage Contract
Receivables (current + long term), average from 1993 to 1995; data sourced from NHMFC's financial statements.
** Present value comouted usin_ annual discount rate = 12 oercent; loan term = 25 years.

_"

_.-.

g

_"
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5.3b.

Ustn 8 2percent

Interest

subsidy

to the UHLP (NHMFC's

budgeted adm_ntstratfon

Loan Package

Year
(1)

up to P150,000

1995
1994
1993

1995
1994
1993

._

rate(%)Marketrate(_)'
(2)
(3)
9
9
9

13.72
13.11
13.04

12
12
12

13.72
13.11
13 _04

Total
>225,000 to 375,000

1995
1994
1993
Total

1993-1995

cost
_

Total
> 150,000 to 225,000

viewpoint),

16
16
16

13.72
13.1t
t3.04

Loanamount
(4)

Subsidy(PV)°° No.o[units Subsidy/unitNo.0fbeneficiariesSuMdyfmleficiar..
_
3"
(6)
(7)
(8)=(6)/(7)
C9)
(10)=(6)/(9)

3,428,167,707 1,223,713,426
2,455,874,211 759,775,883
1,748,490_087 531,404,893

22,825
16,689
13,802

53,6t3
45,526
38,502

23,303
t8,243
14,777

52,513
41,648
35,962

7,632,532,005 2,514_94,202

53,316

47,170

56,323

44,651.

3,831,I94,492
3,132,698,992
2,673,609,347

496,420,799
256,836,746
204,630,283

17,704
14,254
12_144

2.,8,040
18,019
16,850

18:934
15,698
13,889

26,218
16,361
14,733

9,637,502,831

957,887,828

44,102

21,720

48,521

19,742

12,749
10,351
13,182
36,282

(61,026)
(78,040)
(78,028)
(72,057)

14,700
12,240
16,121
43,061

(52,926)
(65,996)
(63,803)
(60,713)

4,258,801,139 (778,017,348)
3307,965,874 (807,786,999)
4,363,514,019 (1,028,571,343)
12,130,281,032 (2,614,375,690)

TOTAL
1995

29,400,315,868
11,518,163,338

858,406,340
942,116,877

133,700
53,278

6,420
17,683

147,905
56,937

5,804
16,547

1994
1993

9,096,539,077
8,785,613,453

208_825,630
(292,536,167)

4t ,294
39,128

5,057
(7,476)

46,181
44,787

4,522
(6,532)

' Based on the average interest rates charged by the SSS, GSIS and HDMF + 2 percent for NHMFC's administration
°* Present value computed using annual discount rate = 12 percent; loan term = 25 years.

_-,.
._
_

cost.
oo
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5.4.

Interest

subsidy

Loan Package

Year
(1)

to the UHLP (Funder's

viewpoinO,

1993-1995

Lendingrate Varke_
yield(%)' Loanamount
(2)
(3)
(4)

Subsidy(PV)'*
(6)

No.ofmis tfl_sidy&niI
No.ofbenefidaries_dy/benff_'y
(7)
(8)=(6)_7)
(9)
(10)*(6)/(.9)

up to P150,000

1995
1994
1993
Total

11.72
11.11
11.04

14.83
14.83
14.83

3,428,167,707
830,551.221
2,455,874,211
710,029,174
1,748,490_087 514,881,574
7,632_532,@5 2,055,461,969

22,825
16,689
I3,802
53,316

36,388
42,545
37,305
38,552

23,303
18,243
14,777
56,323

35,641
38,92I
34,843
36,494

> 150,000 to 225,000

1995
1994

tl.72
I 1.11

14.83
t4.83

3,831,194,492
3,132,698,992

928,193,582
905,709,123

17,704
14,254

52,428
63,541

18,934
15,698

49,023
57,696

1993
Total

11.04

14.83

2,673,609,347
9,637,502,831

787,303,399
2,621,206,104

12_144
44,102

64,831
59,435

13,889
48,521

56fi85
54,022

1995
1994
1993
Total'

11.72
11.11
11.04

14.83
14.83
14.83

4,258,80]_I39
3,507,965_874
4,363,514,019
12,130,281,032

1,031,790,970
1,014,204,271
1,284,933,202
3,330,928,443

12,749
10,351
13,182
36,282

80,931
97,981
97,476
91_807

14,700
12,240
16,121
43,061

70,190
82,860
79,706
77,354

29,400,315,868
11,518,163,338
9,096,539,077
8,785,613,453

8,007,596,516 133,700
2,790,535,773 53,278
2,629,942,568 41,294
2,587,118,175 39,i28

59,892
52,3,77
63,688
66,119

14Z905
56,937
46,181
44,787

54,140
49_011
56,949
57,765

>225,000 to 375,000

TOTAL
1995
1994
1993

rate of theaverage
three fimders
NHMFC. investments
** Based
Based on
on average
the actuallending
1994 weighted
yield ontoalternative
(20%).

of Pag-ibig: T-bills (13.98%); T-notes (11.82%); and stocks

_"
._
ff:_:
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Subsidies:

What It Costs the Philippine

5.5, Iattterest earnings
As of April 1996
Loan size

Government

foregone
on
(in P million)

Case

I**

tamlmid

Case

87
debts*

II***

up to F150,000

1.38

1.8

>150,000

to 225,000

3.83

5.1

>225,000

to 375,000

5.74

7.6

Total

10.95

14.5

* Interest rate based on 1995 average T-bill rate of 11 percent.
** Assumes that all loans are 25-year loans.
*'* Assumes that 50 percent are 25-year loans and 50 percent
are 15-year loans.
Notes:
Unpaid loans > 1 month P29,263 billion
Unpaid loans > 3 monthsP23,118
billion
Unpaid loans > 1 year
Pll,705 billion

5,6a.

Subsidy
associated
For loan _, P150,000

with

penalty

condonation*

condoned
penalty/years
default

15 percent

20 percent

25 percent

30 percent

35 percent

40 percent

1/2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

23
358
1,667
3,825
6,834
10,685
15,347
20,850
27,195
34,382
42,411
51,281
60,992
71,546

64
511
2,256
5,134
9,145
14,247
20,462
27,800
36,261
45,843
56,548
68,374
81,323
95,394

105
664
2,845
6,442
11,441
17,808
25,578
34,751
45,326
57,304
70,684
85,468
100,000
100,000

146
817
3,433
7,751
13,729
21,370
30,694
41,701
54,391
68,764
84,821
100,000
100,000
100,000

187
969
4,022
9,059
16,018
24,931
35,809
48,651
63,456
80,225
98,958
100,000
100,000
100,000

228
1,122
4,611
10,363
18,306
28,493
40,925
55,601
72,521
91,686
100,000
100,000
100,000
100,000

14
15

82,941
95,177

100,000
100,000

100,000
100,000

100,000
100,000

100,000
100,000

as the difference

100,000
100,000
between

total penalty condoned

minus processing

fee.
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Annex 5.6b.

Required downpayment
For Loan _ PlS0,000

Percent condoned
penalty/years
in default

condonation

15 percent 20 percent 25 percent 30 percent 35 percent 40 percent

1/2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

haxtaex 5.7a.

vs. penalty

2.2
14.4
27.7
36.8
43.7
49.2
53.6
57.3
60.4
63.1
65.4

Interest

3.7
12.3
22.5
29.6
35,1
39.4
42.9
45.8
48.3
50.5
52.3

subsidy

4.3
11.4
20.3
26.6
31.4
35.2
38.3
40.9
43.1
45.0
46.7

4.7
10,9
19.0
24.9
29.3
32.8
35.7
38.2
40.3
42.0
43.6

4.9
10.6
18.2
23.8
29.0
31.3
34.1
36.4
38.4
40.1
41.6

5.0
10.4
17,7
23.0
27.0
30,3
33,0
35,2
37.2
38.8
35.6

to the CAMP,1993-1995

Assuming 1917z'rcentmarket rate
Year
(1)

Loanamount(PM) CMPInterest
Marketrate* Subsidy(PV)** No,of units
(2)
(3)
(4)
(6)

1995
1994
1993

241,230,000
283,330,000
283,010,000

Total

807,570,000

6
6
6

19
19
19

Subsidy/unit
(7)

240,512,853
,282,487,695
282,168,647

10,139
11,690
9,290

23,722
24,165
30,373

805,169,195

31,119

25,874

1

Ba_ on bank rate adjusted for risk.
**Present value computed using annual dk_count rate -_12 percent; loan term = 25 years.
Annex

5.71i.

Interest

subsidy

to the CM]P, 1993-1995

Assuming 21 percent market rate
Year
(1)

Loanamount(PM) CMI
_Interest
Marketrate* Subsidy(PV)"
(2)
(3)
(4)

1995
1994
1993

241,230,000
283,330,000
283,010,000

Total

807,570,000

6
6
6

21
21
21

No.of units
(6)

Subsidy/unit
(7)

,278,950,438
327,633,493
327,263,456

10,139
11,690
9,290

27,513
28,027
35,227

933,847,387

31,119

30,009

* Based on bank rate adjusted tbr risk.
**Present value computed using annual discount,rote = 12 percent; loan term -- 25 years.

Extent

Annex

Year
(1)

of tIousing

5.8.

,Subsidies:

Interest

subsidy

It Costs the Philippine

to the SHDLP,

Government

278,650,000
315,350,000
121,760,000

Total

715,760,000

Based on bank rate.
**Present value computed

5.9.

Summary
1993-1995

14
14
14

16.5
16.5
16.5

No. of units
(6)
10,139
11,690
9,290

925
908
441

24,083,914

31,119

774

the

Program Components

Subsidy/unit
(7)

9,376,024
10,610,906
4,096,984

using annual dkscount rate _ 12 percent;

of subsidy
under
(in ta mlUton)

_9

1993-1995

Iron amount (PM) SHDI.P
l_rest Marketrate' Subsidy(PV)_
(2)
(3)
(4)

1995
1994
1993

Annex

What

Abot-Kaya

loan term = 2 years.

Program

Amount

% of Total

Amortization
Support
Cash Transfer
Administrative
cost

3.5
3.5
0.0

12.7
12.6
0.1

Developmental
Loan
Interest subsidy
Administrative
cost

1.3
1.2
0.1

4.7
4.3
0.4

23.2
1.8

83.1
6.3

21.4

76.8

28.0

100.0

Cashflow
Guarantee
Losses on called
Covel_ge

accounts*

subsidy/Administrative

cost

Total
Assumed equal to 50% of HIGC payment on called accounts
lots located in /ahar-threatened
areas in Pampanga.

(80°,6 of which consists of

Annex

Assuming

5.10a.

Interest
subsidy
i993-1995

19 percem

market rate

Loan Package

Year
(I)

to the HDMF Expanded

Housing

UHLProte(%)Marketrate(%)* Loanamount
(2)
(3)
(4)

Loan

Program

(Borrower's

viewpoint),

Subsidy(FV)" No.of unitsSubsidy/unit_. ofbenefrJaflesSt_sidy/bm_iaty
(6)
(7)
(8)=(6)/(7)
(9)
(10)=(6)/(9)

up to P150,000

1995
1994
1993
Total

9
9
9

19
19
19

652,258,000
613,316,000
510,554,000
1,776,128,000

508,060,616
477,727,685
397,683,707
1,383,472,008

6,098
5,298
4,903
16,299

83,316
90,171
81,110
84,881

6,483
5,878
5,010
17,371

78,368
81,274
79,378
79,643

> 150,000 to 225,000

1995
1994
1993
Total

12
12
12

19
19
19

663,947,000
428,359,000
309,934,000
1,402,240,000

365,764,507
235..980,460
170,740,822
772,485,789

3,267
2,030
1,547
6,844

111,957
116,247
1t0,369
112,871

3,503
2,327
1,811
7,641

104,415
101,410
94,280
101,097

1995

16

19

454_847,000

108,248,610

1,420

76,231

1,966

55,060

1994
1993
Total

16
16

19
19

500,161,000
298,060,000
1,253,068,000

119,032,847
70,935,020
298,216,477

1,507
1,083
4,010

78,987
65,499
74,368

2,012
1,444
5,422

59,161
49,124
55,00I

,_

1995

17

18,370,000

2,918,226

45

64,849

52

56,120

_.

TOTAL
1995

4,431,436,000
1,789,422,000

2,457,092,500
984,99t,959

27,153
10,830

90,49t
90,950

30,434
11,952

80,735
82,412

1994

1,541,836,000

832,740,992

8,835

94,255

10,217

81,505

1993

1,118,548,000

639,359,549

7,533

84,874

8,265

77,357

>225,000 to 375,000

>375,000 to 500,000

19

Based on PCIB's five-year fixed rate housing loans with maturity up to 20 years.
** Present value computed using annual discount rate = 12 percent; loan term = 25 years.

e_

_"
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Annex
Assumtng

5.1 1.

Interest

21 percent

subsidy

to the Expanded

Housing

Loan

Program

(HDM]F's

viewpoint),

1993-1995

market rate

Loan Package

Year
(1)

L_Prate(%) Marketrate(%)* Loanamount
(8
(3)
(4)

Subsidy(PV)*' Ro.0ftmits Su_dy/tmit N0.0fbend'_
(6)
(7)
(8>(6X7)
(9)

SuM_,&neficiary
(I@(6)1(9)

up to P150,O00

1995
1994
t993
Total

9
9
9

14.83
14.83
14.83

652_258,000
613,316,000
510,554,000
1,776,128,000

292,677,926
275,204,068
229,093,221
796,975,215

6,098
5,298
4,903
16,299

47,996
51,945
46,725
48,897

6,483
5,878
5,010
17,371

45,145
46,819
45,727
45,880

> 150,000 to 225,000

1995
1994
I993
Total

12
12
12

14.83
14.83
14.83

663,947,000
428,359,000
309,934,000
1,402,240,000

146,521,982
94,531,657
68,397,243
309,450,882

3,267
2,030
1,547
6,844

44,849
46,567
44,213
45,215

3,503
2,327
1,811
7,641

41,828
40,624
37,768
40,499

>225,000 to 375,000

1995
1994
1993
Total

16
16
16

14.83
14.83
14.83

454,8_17,{_
500,16t,000
298,060,000
1,253,068,000

(41_946,8t9)
(46,I25,758)
(27,487,636)
(115,560,213)

1,420
1,507
1,083
4,010

(29,540)
(30,608)
(25,381)
(28,818)

1,966
2,012
1,444
5,422

(21,336)
(22,925)
(19,036)
(21,313)

>375,000 to 500,000

1995

17

14.83

18,370,000

(3,147,748)

45

(69,950)

52

(60,534)

TOTAL
1995
1994

4,449,806,000
1,77,1.052.000
1,541_836,000

987,7t3,137
394,105,342
323,609,967

27,t 98
t0,830
8,835

36,3t 6
36,390
36,628

30,434
11,952
10,217

32,454
32,974
31,674

1993

1,118,548,000

270,002,828

7,533

35,843

8,265

32,668

_.

_"

{
_.
_"

* Based on the actual 1994 weighled average yields on Pag-ibig's alternative investments: T-bills (13.98%); T-notes (11.82%) and stocks (20%)
Data sourced from Pag-ibig's 1994 Annual Report.

._

**Present value computed using annual discount rate = 12 percen_ loan term = 25 years.

_,

!
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HousingSubsidies:
HowEffectiveAre They',
objective is to identify who benefits from the subsidies by tracin_
the
of resources,
their originof through
intermediate
his flow
section
estimates from
the incidence
housing thesubsidies.
The
agents, to the final beneficiaries. The analysis will determine whether th_
government's objective of providing decent housing to the low-incom_
group through the different housing subsidy programs is met. In the fma]
analysis, those who benefit from housing subsidies are individualsj
households who are beneficiaries of housing programs and economic
agents who benefit from tax exemptions and other receipts related tc
housing. On the other hand, the sources of funds used to finance housin_
subsidies are national and local taxpayers, members of pension fund,,
and institutions required to provide funds to the housing sector at below.
market rates. Mortgage records data that describe the resource flows' en¢
points, complemented
by institutional data that indicate the budgetar_
funds provided to the housing agencies, are utilized in the estimation.
To assess the effectiveness of the housing subsidy programs it
terms of reaching the intended beneficiaries, the eligibility requiremena
are first evaluated. Then, the actual beneficiaries of the housing progran_
are identified and compared with the target beneficiaries. Analysis of th_
distribution of subsidies by income level is done to assess the subsidi_
across income groups. The information
on both the distribution
o
beneficiaries across loan packages and the total amount of the loans i:
utilized. The average loan value is computed based on the total amoun
of loans and the number of beneficiaries per loan package. The averag_
income is computed on the basis of the information on how the loat
amount under a' particular program is determined. The minimum monthl_
income required to qualify for a given loan amount is compared to th,
mean family income by decile to assess the affordability of a given loat
package.
This is done to verify the claims of the housing agencies that housin_
programs, particularly the mortgage programs, operate on the principl_
of cross subsidization wherein the higher income groups subsidize th,
lower income groups. The analysis also tries to determine whether (o:
not) there is inequity in the housing subsidy schemes in terms of substantla
proportion of benefits being diverted to or captured by individuals outsid,
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the target population.
Tests of horizontal and vertical equity would
determine whether subsidies are distributed in proportion to need as
proxied by income level.
The analysis of the incidence and effectiveness of the housing
subsidies focxlses on the subsidies provided through concessional interest
rates, loan arrears, land development
costs and tax exemption.
The
discussions on the last two types of subsidies are essentially qualitative
due to the lack of information on the income profile of the beneficiaries.
Moreover, file incidence of dm loan amortization support is not analyzed
due to severe data constraints.
Most of the discussion fooases on the borrowers who are the final
beneficiaries of the housing programs, The variables of interest are the
number of beneficiaries and their income levels, the amount of loan granted
to these beneficiaries and the correspOnding interest rates, the values of
loans, the number of units and the average income for loans which are
considered delinquent, and the minimum income to qualify for the housing
loan. The analysis is done for the UtlLP, CMP, EHLP, SSS Individual Housing
Loan Program, HIGC, and NHA Resettlement Program.
Stock estimates of the average income of mortgagors and the average
income to qualify for a loan are used, The estimates do not take into
consideration the present vakm of incomes as well as the present values
of the subsidies. To verify if the actual beneficiaries coincide with the
intended beneficiaries, the stock estimates are used. Since the analysis is
more concerned with the distribution of the subsidies across income groups
and the verification of the actual beneficiaries, stock estimation is used.
In the estimation of the subsidies' magnitude, the present value approach
is more appropriate.
Table 6.1 summarizes the incidence of the major housing programs.
In the case of the UHLP, only 38 percent of the beneficiaries belonged to
the low-income group while 33 percent and 2q percent (or a total of 62
pe<.cen0 belonged to the middle- and high-income brackets, respectively.
In terms of loan value, only 26 percent Of the mortgages were availed of
by the low-income group while 33 percent and 41 percent of the mortgages
were availed of by the middle- and the high-income groups, respectively.
In terms of delinquent accounts, about 53 percent of the delinquent
accounts were incurred by high-income mortgagors. The middle- and
low-income mortgagors incurred 36 percent and 11 percent of the total
delinquent loans, respectively.
In the case of the EHLP, the bulk of the beneficiaries (67 percen0
were middle-income
mortgagors while only 12 percent and 21 percent

HousLna Subsidies: How Effective Are The?
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Table 6.1. Inddlence of the hot_itt.g subsidies
Programs
Low

Income Group
Middle

High

38
26
11
12
Yes

33
33
36
67
No

29
41
53
21
No

UHLP
Percent of
Percent of
Percent of
EHLP (Percent
CMP

Beneficiaries
Loan Value
Delinquent Loans
of Beneficiaries)

Note: In the absence of the distributionof CMP beneficiaries by income group, the program
effectivenessis evaluatedqualitatively.Yes- benefited, No - did not benefit
D_finitionof income groups:
Low - householdswith monthlyincome belowtar,000
Middle - householdswithmonthlyincomes iaS,000to less thanta7,500
High - household_with monthlyincomeaboveta7,500
Note:
The income groups were classifiedlyasedon the nationaland NCRmonthly povertyincome
thresholdfor 1994.Forinstance,the nationalannum per _apita income thresholdwas t_8,969.Fora
family of six (average family size), the annu',dincome tht_esholdwas au53,814while the monthly
familyincomewas estimatedat P4,485.Thus,familieswithincome below the thresholdare classified
as poor.
were from the low- and high- income groups, respectively.
On the other
hand, the CMP benefited
families belonging
to the low-income
group
(bottom 30 percent of the income distribution),
Our estimates
indicate
that the UHLP is a program
actively
participated
in by the middle- and high-income
members
of the pensiola
funds. The government's
policy of cross subsidization
does not seem to
work in this program since high-income
borrowers
captured
most of the
interest rate and loan arrears subsidies.
On the other hand, the EHLP is a program actively participated
in
by the middle-income
group. A major feature of the program is the presence
' of the employer
counterpart
contribution
that shifts part of the cost of the
subsidy
to the employers,
which
therefore
increases
the program
participation
by the middl¢-income
group.
The CMP is a well-targeted
program because
it is the low-income
group who availed of the subsidies
provided.
Unified
Home Lending
Program
(UHLP).
The funds for UHLP
are sourced
from the traditional
funders--SSS,
GSIS and HDMF. These
institutions
committed
investable
funds annually
to NHMFC, which in
turn implemented
the program. In effect, the members
of the pension
funds bear the brunt of financing the UHLP. For the period 1989-1995, the
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GSIS provided
P5.895 billion to the program. 44 On the other hand, the
SSS housing portfolio showed that P12,485 million were provided
to the
UHLP for the years 1994-1995.
With the objective of providing comprehensive
and integrated home
mortgage thaancing programs,
the UHLP targets the low-income
members
of these funds as beneficiaries.
How effective is the program
in reaching
its intended
beneficiaries?
Table 6.2 shows the number
of beneficiaries,
average
loan value and percentage
shares of the mortgages
taken out
and delinquent
loans under the regular
UHLP program
for the period
1993-1995. The average income was computed
from the average loan
value using the information
wherein under the program, the loan amount
is equal to the monthly income of the borrower
times 30. 4. From 19931995, the UHLP benefited
about 147,905 individuals.
Table 6,2. Mortgages taken out under the UIfLP, 1993-1995
•

_l

Loan Bracket

.

p

N0.of
Percent to Total
Beneficiaries/Beneficiaries/ l.oanValue
Units
Units

Average
LoanValue

Average
income

>0 to t_150,000

56,323

38.1

26.0

135,513.6

4,517.1

>P150,000 tO
ix225,000

48,521

32.8

32.8

198,625.4

6,620.8

>'P225,000 to
t_375,000

43,061

29.1

41.3

281,699.9

9,390.0

147,905

100.0 I

100.0

198_778.4

6,625. 9

TOTAL

Did the low-income
mortgagors
comprise a large
total borrowers
under the UHLP? About 38.1 percent
availed of the P150,000 and below loan package while
of the over 9150,000 to P225,000 and over P225,000
packages
(Table 6.3).

proportion
of the
of the borrowers
62 percent availed
to P375,000 loan

44The figure was provided by GSIS_
45It should be noted that the figures for average income of mortgagors and the
average income to qualify for a loan are stock estimates and do not take into consideration
the present value of the incomes. The stock estimates of average incomes are used since
the analysis is concerned with the distribution of the beneficiaries to verify whether the
actual coincides with the intended beneficiaries.
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Table 6.3.

Detailed-profile'of
1993-1995

Loan .B_-acket
(in thousand)
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

0- 15
I5- 30
30'- 45
45- 60
60', 75
75 _ 90
90 : 105
105 - 120
120..- 135
135-.1.50
Su.btoml

>
>
>
>
>

150 165180195 210 -

165
180.
195
210
225

Subtotal
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

225 - 240
240 -' 255
255 _ .270
270 - 285
285 - 300
300- 315
315 - 330
330 - 345
345 _ 360
360 - 375
Subtotal

Grand 'Total

naortgages talOn.out(Regular

No.of
% toTom[ Ixra_Value
Beneficiaries Beneficiaries_

UIfflJP),
Average.
Loan_Rlue

Average
Income

192
362
1,682
275
29
788
1;358'
2,091
3,027
46_519

0:13 i
0.24 i
1.14
0:19
0:02
0_53
0.92'
1.41'
2.05
.31.45

0:01
0.03
0.25
0.05'
0.01
0.20
0;43
0:76
1.-27
22.96

11,78717
23;331244
43,760.97
56,838'.78
65,675.76
74,475.87
93;380:74
106;202.07
123,1tl.93145,11-t.79

392.91
777171.
1,458.70
1,894:63
2,189.19
2,482:53'
3,'112.69
3;540:07
4,103J3
4,837.06

56,323.

38.,08

25.96.

135,51.3.59

4_51.7.12

1,764
5,064
4,92(1.
6,114
30,659

1..19
3.42
3_33
4.13
20:73

O.95
2.92
3.(.)3
4:03
21.86

157,978.20
169,.441.97
180_806.41
193,('g37.37
209,628_59

5,265..94
5,6_.07
61026k_8
6;456225
6,987.62

48,521

32.81

32.78

I98,625:40

6,620.85

876
3;150
3;058
4_126
4,505
3,800
4,614
3,505
3,282
.12,146

0:59
2.13
2:.07
2:79
3,05
2.57
3.12
' 2.37
2.22
8.21

0.64
2:42
2..45
3..42
3,91
-5.48
4.44
3..46
.3.44
13..59

216,438:58
225;787:78
235,842:48
243,8.t5.86
255,162.30
269,460.75
282,956.43
290,356.00
.308,020.72
.328,883.50

7;214.62
7,526:26
7,861..42
8,127a20
8,505.41
8,982_02
9,431.88
9,678.53
10,267.36
10,962.78

43,062

29112

41.26

281,699.94

9,390.00

147/906

100.00

100:00

198,778:38

6,625.95
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The perverse results can be partly attributed to the-use oftheformula
lending approachin
determiningthe
actual-loan
amount that a borrower
can avail of under the-program,
as well as the affordability 47.of. the loan
packag_es to the lower income groups. -Under the UHLP, the minimum
monthly income to qualify fora •loan•as tow as P50;00Owasestimated
at
P1,666.67 (Table 6.4).This
loan amount would require about ia555.56 per
month .in .amortization., _ Thel P555.56 monthly
amortization
,is. about 22
percent Of the mean monthly income. Of families belonging
to the bottom
30 percent•of
the income distribution. 49
However,, lower shares of housing expenditure
to total income can
be observedacross
the income deciles (Table 6.5). For instance, the families
belonging
to the first decile of the income distribution
devote 6.7 percent
of' their' total income
to housing
while those in the second
and third
deciles
devote
7 and 7.4 percent,
respectively.
Overall, ' the families
belonging
to the bottom 30 percent
of the income ladder dexote only
about 7 percent of their total income to housing. On the other hand, the
housing
expenditures
of the families in the first decile is only about 6
percent
of their total expenditure
while those in the second
and third
deciles are 6.9 and 7.8 percent, respectively.

_TThe.loan package is affordable if the amount devoted to houshag ,by the family is
equal to or greater than the monthly amortization.
_"The maximum monthly amortizatkm is equivalent to one-third of monflaly.income
to qualify/'-or a given loan. amount.
_Farnilies belonging to the bottom 30 percent of the income distribution are classified
•as poor.
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Table 6.4. I_an amount and minimum income to qualify for a loan
under the UIILP
Amotmt of Loan
(P)

Interest Rate
(%)

50,000
100,000
150,000
175,000
200,000
225,000
250,000
300,000
375,000
400,000
500,000

Minimum Income to
Qualify for a Loan

9
9
9
12
12
12
16
16
16

Maximttm Monthly
Amortization
(P)

1,666.7
3,333.3
5,000.0
5,833.3
6,666.7
7,500.0
8,333.3
10,000.0
12,500.0

555.6
1,111.1
1,666.7
1,944.4
2,222.2
2,500.0
2,777.8
3,333.3
4,166.7

1

Note: Maximtml monthly amortization is one-third of monthly income_
On the average, the housing
expenditure
only 7 percent of their total expenditure.
The

of the poor families
monthly amortiTation

is
of

P555.56 for a loan as low as P50,000 is greater than P180.00 per month,
the amount of income that families in the bottom 30 percent of the income
distribution devote to housing. This implies that the households
particularly
in the lowest income decile cannot afford to pay the monthly amortization
and this hinders
like the UHLP.

their active

participation

in a home

mortgage

program

Table 6.5. Mean family income and percent share of housing expenditure
total expenditure and total income, by income declle, 1994
Income Decile
First
Second
third
Fourth
Fifth
Sixth
Seventh
Eighth
Ninth
Tenth

Mean Monthly
Income (P)
1,908.14
2,629.65
3,178.12
3,728.98
4,513.38
5,441.38
6,603.70
8,394.62
11,265.84
27,276.67

Percent to Total
Expenditure

:

6.0
6.9
7.8
8.8
10.0
10.9
12.2
14.0
15.4
21.0

to

Percent to Total
Income
6.7
7.0
7,4
8.1
9.1
9.6
10.6
11.8
12.6
16.2

Source: Family Income and Expenditure Survery 1994, (National Statistics office)
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Loans amounting to P150,000 and above require a minimum monthly
income of P5,000 and up, and monthly
amortization
of P1,666.67 and
above. To qualify for the loan ceiling of P375,000, a borrower
should
have a monthly income of at least P12,500 and should pay a monthly
amortization
of P4,166.67. Under the P150,000 and above loan packages,
the maximum monthly amortization
ranges from O1,666.67 to P4,166.67.
Obviously,
amounts.

the middle-

and

the higher

income

groups

can afford

such

Thus, the interest subsidy from the housing loans under the UHLP
does not reach the low-income
groups
because
affordability
is not
improved in any way by credit subsidies provided by the program. Neither
is formula lending approach
of much help to the low-income
borrowers.
High-income
members of the pension funds, who
loan packages
and can afford to pay the required
capture almost all of the interest subsidies.
"Pable 6,6. Delinquent 1o_
Loan Bracket

Delinquent

Loans

can avail of the bigger
monthly amortization,

under the UIIlAP,as of Alzfll 1996

No.of
Loans

Percent to Total
No.of
LoanValue
Loans

Average
h0anValue

Average
Income

105,084

100.0

100.0

201,820.1

6,727.3

>0 to t_150,000

22,465

21.4

11.1

104,415.0

3,480.5

>tX150,000 to
_z225,000

44,004

41.9

36.0

173,443.2

5,781.4

>tx225,000 to
P-375,000

38,615

36.7

53.0

290,824.6

9,694.2

Did low-income
mortgagors
receive larger subsidies
in terms of
arrears than those with higher incomes? Table 6.6 shows the number of
beneficiaries
and the average loan value of delinquent
loans under the
regular UHLP. Loans that are not paid three monthly
amortizations
are
considered
as delinquent.
As of April 1996, about 105,084 accounts were
considered
delinquent.
These accounts have a total loan value of P21.2
billion.
higher

The data reveal that large subsidies in arrears can be found among
income
mortgagors.
The delinquent
loans of mortgagors
who

availed of loan packages
of over P150,000
incomes
of P5,820.07 and above comprised

and with average monthly
about 88.9 percent of the
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total amount of delinquent loans, in terms of the number of accounts or
units, 92.2 percent of the total delinquent accounts were for loans above
P150,000. These observations are supported by the information provided
by the NHMFC's Board Committee finding s that collection efficiency for
higher priced loans are generally lower than that of lower priced loans.
Collection efficiency for loans with 16 percent interest rate was 57 percent
compared to 73 percent for loans with 9 percent rate.
Fund originators s° and the NHMFC capture a portion of the interest
subsidy in the form of origination fee that is charged to the borrower. The
borrower is charged an origination fee of 5 percent of the loan amount
where 2.5 percent goes to the originators and the remaining 2.5 percent
goes to the NHMFC. The amount of the, subsidy that goes to the originators
and the NHMFC increases with the amount of the loan. For instance, the
origination fee for a P150,000 loan is P7,500 while the corresponding fee
for a P375,000 loan is ta18,750.
The UHLP's effectiveness in reaching its target beneficiaries has
been hampered by factors that are inherent in the program itself. The size
of the housing loans and the income requirements discourage participation
of the many low-income households who are the target beneficiaries of
socialized housing. Conversely, these encourage greater participation of
higher income groups who can aflbrdl the monthly loan amortization tbr
the different loan packages and can meet the inconm requirements for
borrowing. Thus, the UHLP is largely an ineffective intervention for the
low-income grouP.
Communfty
Mortgage
Program
(CMP). The CMP is funded
through budgetary allocation from the National Government under CISFA.
The budgetary appropriation under the CISFA is equivalent to P12.78
billion for five years starting in 1994. The program was allocated P272.6
million and ia700 million for 1994 an d 1995,'respectively. However, the
funds released were much lower and only amounted to P380 million for
1994-1995. This indicates that of the P972.6 million funds aUocated to the
program for die period 1994-1995, only 39.6 percent was released. The
unutilized portion of the Abot-Kaya Pabahay program was also used to
cover the interest subsidy which amounted to P264.7 million in 1995.
Fiscal constraints prevented the release of funds to programs under CISFA.

__0
The originatorsmaybe financial institmions,developers or corporate employers.
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The CMP targets households
settlements

and

operates

under
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in squatter
the principle

communities
of self-help.

and informal
The CMP is an

example
of a program that aims to redistribute
housing resources to the
very poor and to the most depressed
areas. An example
of a CMP
beneficiary
is given in Box 6.1.
As of September
1996, 524 projects

were

unde_en

'under

the

CMP, which benefited 63,221 households
and amounted
to a total mortgage
value of P1.54 billion. The distribution of mortgages
under the CMP reveals
that 54.3 percent
of the mortgages
went to families in the NCR. This is
understandable
considering
that a large proportion
of squatter colonies
are located
in the NCR. About 14.3 percent
of the mortgages
went to
families

in Region IV while the rest were in other regions.
For NCR projects,
the average
mortgage
value was estimated
at
P30,940.76.
The average monthly
income was estimated
at P1,031.36.
This implies that, on the average, the beneficiaries
of the CMP loans were
households

belonging

to the lowest

decile

of the income

distribution.

Box 6.1 A case of a CMP beneficiary
One particular case of a CMP beneficiary is a family in
Dofta Maria CMP Housing project in Sta. Mesa, Manila. The
family now has a _cured land tenure and pays a monthly
amortization of tx271.43 for the 43 square meter property for
25 years.

Table 6.7 shows the minimum income required for mortgages under
the CMP. The figures reveal that a minimum
monthly household
income
of P2,000 for Metro Manila and P1,000 for the other regions is required
for a household
to qualify for the P60,000 and P30,000 loan, respectively,
for the acquisition of undeveloped
property. At least P1,500 and P2,666.67
monthly household
incomes are required to qualify for the P45,000 loan
(for acquisition
of a developed
property)
and P80,000 loan (for lot
acquisition,
development
and house construction),
respectively.
Comparison
of the minimum
monthly income required to qualify
for CMP loans and the income
distribution
reveals that the CMP is a
program where the population
belonging
to the bottom 30 percent of the
income distribution
can participate.
The loans under the program seem
affordable
from the point of view of the poor households
since up to
three individuals may be tacked-in under one household
loan. The monthly
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amortization
for the loans 5_ is also affordable
since the urban poor, or_
the average, pay as much as P500 rent per month. 5a The loans are charged_
a low interest rate of 6 percent.
Table 6.7. Loan Bm_t and minimum family income to qualify for a _
the CaMP
Activities

Loan Limit
(P)

trader

Minimum Family Income
to Qualify for CMPLoan
C_)

Acquisition of an undeveloped
property
Outside Metro Manila
Metro Manila

30,000.00
60,000.00

1,000.00
2,000.00

Acquisition

45,000.00

1,500.00

80,000.00

2,666.67

of a developed

property

Lot acquisition, developmenL
house
construction or improvement
L

The CMP appears
to be a well/targeted
program. Although
the
interest
subsidy
to the program
may be substantial,
the intended
beneficiaries
captured
much of the benefits.
However,
the program's
success has been hindered
by the lack of long-term
sources of funds as
well as various administrative
and institutional
inefficiencies
related to
collection

and

effectiveness
administrative

monitoring.

This

experience

indicates

that

program

relies on better targeting
complemented
by appropriate
and institutional support. A critical issue, however, concerns

the sustainability

of such programs

given

the subsidies

that they require.

HDMF
Expanded
Housing
Loan
Program
(EHLP).
The
Expanded
Housing Loan Program (EHLP) of the HDMF is funded by the
government-imposed
mandatory
contributions
made by the members and
their employers.
The full cost of the subsidy is borne by the funders, and
in effect, the members of the HMDF. For the period 1993-1995, total loans
given under the EHLP amounted
to some q_4.4 billion for 27,198 units and
benefited

30,486

borr_vers.

5xNote that in the case cited above a family beneficiary of CMP pays about P271 a
month for a 43 sq. m. lot.
52This information was obtained from a purposive sample of squatter families in
Manila.
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Monthly income by interest rate and by loan value: IIDMF-EHI.P
borrowea's*, National Capital Region, 1993-1995

A. By interest rate
Interest Rate (%)
Monthly Income
0
>
>
>
>
>
>

9

income
0 to tal,000
tal,000 to ta2,000
_2,000 to P-3,000
ia-3,000 to ta4,000
ia4,000 to ]aS,000
taS,000

Total

12

Percent

16

17

Total

distribution

24
1
7
31
139
198
37

7
0
0
4
14
132
16

6
2
2
7
11
42
85

4
0
0
0
1
2
33

41
3
9
42
165
374
171

5.09
0.37
1.12
5.22
20.50
46.46
21.24

437

173

155

40

805

100.0

B. By loan Iralne
Loan Value (P)
Monthly Income

0
>
>
>
>
>
>

>0 to
>150,000 >225,000 >375,000
150,000 to 225,000 to 375,000 to 500,000

income
0 to tal,000
t_1,000 to e2,000
ta2,000 to ta3,000
ta'3,000 to ta4,000
P4,000 to taS,000
PS,000

Total

Total

Percent
distribution

19
1
4
30
120
149
27

8
0
4
5
34
160
25

8
2
1
6
11
58
80

6
0
0
1
0
7
39

41
3
9
42
165
374
171

5.09
0.37
1.12
5.22
20.50
46.46
21.24

350

236

166

53

805

100.0

* Sample of 805 EHLP borrowers in NCR.
Table 6.8 shows

the distribution

of a sample

of EHLP borrowers

by

monthly income, interest rate and loan value for the NCR. The sample ks
composed
of 805 borrowers.
For the period 1993-1995, 67.7 percent of
the sample
borrowers
under the program
have incomes
over P4,000.
These borrowers belong to the upper 60 percent of the income distribution.
This implies that a larger proportion
of the interest subsidies
from EHLP
loans have been captured by mortgagors with higher incomes. In effect,
the lower income members are subsidizing
the higher income members
of the pension
funds. •
It can be observed
for mortgagors

at the

that there are differences
same

income

range.

in the level of subsidy

In a sample

of 805

EHLP
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borrowers

in NC1L it can be observed

that among

the 42 mortgagors

with

monthly
incomes
of over ta2,000 to 03,000, 30 were able to get loans
below P150,000, five were granted loans over P150,000 to P225,000, six
were granted loans over 0225,000 to _375,000,
and one was granted a
loan of over P375,000. Among the 165 mortgagors
with monthly incomes
of over P3,000 to P4,000, 120 were granted loans below P150,000, 34
were able to avail of the over P150,000 to 0225,000 loan, and 11 were
granted loans of over P225,000 to P375,,000. These imply that some of the
mortgagors
at a given income level are in effect subsidizing
the others at
the same income level.
An examination

of the minimum

monthly

income

to qualify

for a

P50,000 EHLP loan reveals that the minimum
monthly
incomes
were
estimated
at P1,086.96 for HMDF members
with employer
counterpart
contributions,
and P1,388.89 for members without employer
counterpart
contributions
(Table 6.9). These figures are slightly lower than the minimum
monthly income required to qualify for a P50,000 loan under the UHLP.
Loans amounting
to P150,000 and above
require
minimum
monthly
incomes
of P3,260.87 for HDMF members
with employer
counterpart
contributions
and P4,166.67 for members without employer
counterpart
contributions.
To qualify for the loan ceiling of P500,000, a borrower
should have monthly incomes
of at least P10,869.57
for members with
employer
employer

counterpart
counterpart

contributions
contributions.

and P13,888.89

for members

without

The presence
of the employer counterpart
contributions
appears to
have lowered the minimum
income required
to qualify for EHLP loans.
The formula lending approach
applied under the EHLP ._-_increased the
maximum
amount of loan that can be availed. For instance, a member
with a monthly
income of P5,000 can borrow
a P230,000 instead of a
P150,000 loan (UHLP). In this case, the maximum
anaount of the loan
increases by 53.3 percent.
EHLP requires minimum
employer

counterpart

To put it differently_ a P150,000
monthly
incomes
of ta3,260.87

contributions

and! P4,166.67

loan under the
for those with

for those without,

while

the UHLP requires P5,000. This factor _an increase program participation
by the lower income groups and minimize the subsidies
being captured
by the higher income groups. The presence
of the employer counterpart
contribution
shifts part of the cost of the subsidy to employers and increases
the probability
that a lower income member would qualify for a loan.
53The member-borrowers with employer counterpart contributions may borrow
up to 46 times theirmonthly income while tho6e Without employer counterpart contributions
may borrow up to 36 times their monthly income.

,
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krnount of Loan
(P)
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to qtmlify for a loan under"the EE[LP

Minimum Income
Maximum Monthly
InterestRate
tO Qualify (P)
Amortization (P)
(%)
WithEmployerWith0etEmployer WithEmployer Without
Employet
counterpart
.counterpart , counterpart c0unterpan

50,000

9

1,087.0

1,388.9

362.3

463.0

100,000

9

2,173.9

2,777.8

724.6

925.9

150,000

9

3,260.9

4,166.7

1,087.0

1,388.9

200,000

12

4,347.8

5,555.6

1,449.3

1,851.9

225,000

12

4,891.3

6,250.0

1,630.4

2,083.3

250,000

16

5,434.8

6,944.4

1,811.6

2,314.8

300,000

16

6,521.7

8,333.3

2,173.9

2,777.8

375,000

16

8,152.2

10,416.7

2,717.4

3,472.2

400,000

17

8,695.7

11,111.1

2,898.6

3,703.7

500,000

17

10,869.6

13,888.9

3,623.2

4,629.6

Note: Maximum monthly amortization is one-third of monthly income.
SSS Individual
Housing
Individual
Real Estate Loan.

Loan Program
(IHLP)
The IHLP and the Individual

and GSI$
Real Estate

Loan Program are the inhouse home lending programs of SSS and GSIS,
respectively.
They are intended
to provide their respective
members
an
alternative to the LIHLP. The funds for the programs
are sourced from the
contributions
of the members
of these pension
funds. For the period
1994-1995,
the total loans provided
under the SSS-IHLP amounted
to
P347.01 million. No information
was provided on the GSIS program. Th_
absence of information
and data on the profile of beneficiaries
of the SSS
and the GSIS inhouse home lending programs limits the discussion
and
analysis of the incidence
that since the programs

of such programs. However,
it can be inferred
are similar to the UHLP in terms of the various

loan packages
being offered, the terms and conditions
of the loans and
the eligibility requirements
for borrowers,
the distribution
of the interest
subsidy may also be biased in favor of the higher income
borrowers.
Moreover, the GSIS program
offers a loan package
of P375,000 to P1
million with an annual interest rate of 18 percent. This loan package
obviously

caters

to the higher

income

groups.

HIGC Guarantee
programs. The two major programs of the Home
Insurance Guarantee Corporation
(HICG) are the Retail Guarantee
Program
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and the Developmental
Guarantee
Program. These programs
provide
incentives to private sector participation!in
home lending and mass housing
production.
Although the borrowers of the housing
loans are the final
beneficiaries
of this type of subsidy, important features of the programs
create an incentive
structure for other economic
agents involved
in the
programs to capture some portion of the subsidy. For instance, the HIGC
derives benefits
in terms
premium minus the losses
estate developers
capture

of earnings
equivaieht
to the amount
of the
incurred. The financial institutions and the real
the benefits
of the subsidies
in terms of the

exemptions
from gross receipts and corporate income taxes. On the other
hand, the government
bears the cost of the subsidy through its budgetary
support
to the HIGC and through
foregone
tax earnings
due to tax
exemptions.
For the period 1994-1995, the appropriation
for the regular
cash flow guarantee
under the CISFA was P500 million of which P385
million (or 77 percen0 was released. Appropriations
for capitalization
of
the HIGC for the same period was _a500 million.
NHA Resettlement
Progratn.
Resettlement
programs provide direct
housing assistance to the poor particularly those who have been displaced
from sites earmarked
for government
infrastructure
projects and from
areas designated
as danger zones (see Box 6.2). The full cost of the
resettlement
is borne by the governmen 3 _ander the CISFA. The cost includes
the actual amount of resettlement,
i.e,, the cost of land acquisition,
and
site development.
The program had allocation
of P425 million and 9736.5
million for 1994 and 1995, respectively,
However, the funds released were

1994-1995,

only about

74 percent

was released.
r

Box 6.2. Smokey Mountain Development _md Resettlement Project
An example of a resettlement program iS the Smokey Mountain Development
and Resettlement Project, the structure site of the Helping Foundation Livelihood and
Productivity center located in Vitas, Tondo, Manila. The structure was inaugurated in
September 1995. The occupants of the structure are the displaced squ_ttterfamilies in
Smokey Mountain. While waiting for the corlsnxiction of houses in the permanent
housing project site, families formerly residing)in shanties were temporarily relocated
to units located near it. Temporary housing units were constructed in what used to be
warehouses of firms engaged in cargo forwarding. The entire community is housed in
34 buildings, 29 of which are presently occupied. There are 87 traits in each building.
The families are assigned to units measuring about 10 feet (width) by 12 feet (length).
There are about 14,000 families composed, on the average, of six to nine members.
Families share water source and toilet facilities with other families. The doors of the
bathroom/toilet are locked for use only of the families assigned. Within the community,
there is one health clinic provicied by the Department of Health. The physical
characteristics of the relocation site induce self-selection assuring that the target
beneficiaries are the ones served by the program. Source: HUDCC

7
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Incentive Issues and Problems in
Government's HousingSubsidy Programs
They are meant to give the low-income group access to adequate
he
housing apart
sectorfrom
areall
andsubsidy
decent schemes
housing. in the
However,
the well
fiscalintentioned.
costs and
the ineffectiveness of the present subsidy schemes, incentive problems
arise on the part of various players (borrowers, private developers, banks,
government
housing agencies and legislators) in the housing market.
Given the present structure of incentives motivated by the subsidies, these
agents choose the best action for themselves which results in the
achievement
of their respective goals at great fiscal burden to the
government. Unfortunately, their strategic behavior that maximizes their
serf-interested goals threatens or undermines the achievement of society's
stated housing policy objectives.
Borrowers.
Under the formula lending approach, borrowers take
a housing loan on the basis of their monthly incomes and contributions
to the pension funds and not on their capacity to repay that loan. The
government and the private sector have set aside the credit-worthiness
criterion for a loan in the desire to increase home ownership. Thus,
borrowers who might not normally have qualified for a loan do get a
loan and end up not repaying it. Delinquent borrowers perceive that the
housing loan is a typical government loan which need not be repaid at all
or can be repaid at a later time. In addition, condonation of penalties, the
high cost of foreclosure and the lack of effective monitoring of loans
encourage loan delinquencies. In time, the loan arrears and the condoned
penalties effectively become income transfers mostly to the high-income
groups who ge t the bigger loans.
Banks. At present, private commercial lenders do not provide
financing for low-cost housing. The transaction cost and information
problem associated
with relatively small loans deter their active
participation in this market. The design of housing finance for socialized
housing further aggravates the situation. The loanable funds are sourced
from the pension funds and tO some extent from government's budgetary
appropriation
which are lent at subsidized rates. This discourages the
private commercial lender's participation. Even ff they are willing to lend
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for low-cost

housing

purposes,

they do not because

Hottsing Programs

they cannot

compete

with the subsidized
loans
that government
provides.
The private
commercial
lenders have been enlisted shnpl¥ as credit conduits for a fee
and thus, take n.o credit risks for lending to tile sector. The origination
fee

_.

of 5 percent
of the outstanding
loan for underwriting,
approving
and
channelling
public loanable
funds to the. target clientele seems to be very
high. The end result is that they get rents from the sure income provided
by the high origination
fees and the subsidies
retail guarantee
and special tax exemption.
t_vate

developer_

The formula

from HIGC's

lending

f'mance

100 percent

scheme

allows

private developers
to produce
houses and market them to eligible, but
not necessarily, creditworthy
borrowers. Their loan exposure
is immediately
extinguished
by the takeout
agreement
with the government's
housing
agencies. They also earn sure income and do not have credit risk exposure
except insofar as there are delays in getting reimbursement
from the
housing agencies through the takeout mechanism.
In this case, they incur
opportunity
losses. 54On the other hand, the lack of credit risk, the ability
to exploit information
a_mmetry
infrastructure
such as sewerage,
by the government's
substandard
housing
of borrowers

who

in the production
of houses and auxiliary
piping etc., and the guaranteed
takeouts

housing
agencies
units and defective
could

be persuaded

create incentives
for supplying
infrastructure
to the. most number
to have

housing

loans2 _

i

54The developers have complained about the failure of the housing agencies,
more specifically, t'he NHMFCto finance the takeouks which led them to raise the possibility
of suspending their participation in the NSP. The government responded with several
measures
including
the designation
of HDMF as the secondary mortgage
institution toinappease
view of them,
of NHMFCs
financial
difficulties.
55An umbrella organization of the private _helter and real estate industry believes
otherwise. The organization has been quoted in.local papers as saying that it supports
the retention of formula lending to allow more people to acquire their houses and that it
finds fatdt with NHMFC's management of the UHLP, which it believes, has led to large
collection problems. As an alternative to formula lending, it offers the creation of a "contractto-sell mechanism" (CTS) through which the developers will act as collection agents of
NHMFC. In the ease of loan defaults, the developers will liquidate the loan value with
NHMFC or pay the arrears and get new buyers for the properties in questiofi. In the case
of defective documentation or substandard units discovered during the first year of the
collection agreement, the developers will be required to liquidate their accounts or be
subject to the proper sanctions. It believes that t'his will lead to easier foreclosure or
cancellation of bad home mortgages. Our comment here is that building and, at the same
time, selling houses to just about anyone without following proper creditworthiness criteria
and through loans from the public with a guaranteed takeout create tremendous moral
hazard problems.
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Public housing agencies.
The funders (HDMF, SSS and GSIS) are
caught in a bind. The government, which has taken a social responsibility
to provide people with affordable homes, is using the funds accumulated
from member-contributions
and being managed by those agencies to
support and finance a public policy objective. In other words, the
government is, to some extent, using private (i.e., member) contributions
to finance an activity that should draw from publicly appropriated funds.
It is no wonder, therefore, that there are i.nsufficient resources deployed
to address the massive housing targets. This likewise explains the cautious
attitude adopted by the funders in bankrolling the housing programs.
Another point is that there are so many public housing agencies
under the coordination
of HUDCC with overlapping
functions and
competing programs, which affect the efficiency of the housing finance
system. Figure 3.1 shows the complicated
flow of funds to the final
beneficiaries
through the government's
different housing progratrus.
Because of the absence of one single agency that will be on top of housing
policy and program implementation,
public housing agencies have
produced competing and overlapping programs for the same beneficiaries
in their earnest desire to meet NSP targets. As a result, little attention has
been given to the overall budgetary feasibility of the whole exercise and
the inefficiency brought about by uncoordinated housing programs. Worse,
the overlapping housing programs failed to provide the low-income group
access to decent shelter.
On the other hand, the NHMFC is mandated
to develop the
secondary mortgage market. It is committed to buy mortgages originated
by banks and private developers using money from funders. It charges
the funders a management fee for doing the job. With inadequate staff,
inappropriate accounting systems and standards, and saddled with the
burden created by formula lending, the NHMFC faces severe difficulties
in serving its mandate.
Legislators/poltc)rmakers.
As long as government views its role
as providing low-cost housing to almost every household, a populist
Congress might have a simplistic look at the housing problem: it lacks
funding. A knee-jerk solution is the money solution: throwing money to
the problem by mandating the continued use of member-contributions
in
the pension funds, legislating budgetary appropriation
for subsidized
lending without or little regard for financial sustainability, and imposing
loan quotas on financial institutions to force them to lend to target
beneficiaries. However, with careful research and informed discussion, it
may be possible to convince policymakers
to consider instead more
sustainable approaches to the housing problem.

Conclusions ant
Recommendation

he government's housing programs provide implicit and explici
subsidies that do not reach the target clientele, the low-incorn_
households. The subsidy schemes are provided at a huge fica
cost and create incentive problems for various players in the housir_
market. In particular, the government's subsidized housing finance hinder_
the participation of private sector financing in the housing market. Ther_
is a case for redesigning the housing subsidy approach in light of th_
government's new role of enabling markets to perform more efficiently
The fiscal cost of the subsidies
The total fiscal costs consist of (1) subsidies directly provided througl
concessional
interest rates charged under the various programs, ta:
exemption, the condoned penalties and nonpayment of housing loan
(effectively, income transfers to the lucky borrowers), the loan amortizitiol
support under the CISFA and the NHA's involvement in production o
houses and resettlement; and (2) indirect subsidies provided through th,
re-capitalization of the NHMFC. Estimated subsidies, excluding condone_
penalties and nonpayment of housing loans, comprise around 1.3 percen
of GNP in 1995.
Our estimates did not rake into account the rascal costs associatec
with loan losses from nonperforming portfolios of public housing agenci_
Lack of access to data prevented a more thorough analysis of fiscal cost_
Thus, we were only able to present a partial picture of these costs througl
very rough calculations of the explicit subsidies arising from loan arrear_
condonation of penalties and nonpayment otr housing loans.
A more serious concern is the financial losses sustained by th,
NHMFC and the estimated amount of about P23 billion in re-capitalizatio]
that it would require to continue functioning as a secondary mortgag,
institutions for the UI--ILP.The amount needed to re-capitalize the NHMF_
is equivalent to about 10 percent of total outstanding construction an_
real estate lending in 1995.
Thus, the total fiscal costs inclusive of the re-capitalizatioJ
requirement of NHMFC amounted to some P50.9 billion or 2.7 percent c
GNP in 1995.
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The fiscal costs of the housing subsidies are large but they are
transparent neither to the public nor to the policynxakers because this is
the nature of subsidies operating through the financial system.
I
Actual incidence
of the subsidies
There is evidence that the housing subsidies have mostly benefited
the high-income group and not the intended beneficiaries---the low-income
group who does not have access to housing Finance. The only exception
is the CMP that seems to effectively target the poor.
The relatively larger interest rate Subsidies provided by UHLP and
other housing programs to the low-income group are offset by the bigger
loan amounts availed of by the high-income group. Indeed, our calculations
show that the size of the housing subsidies is directly correlated to the
loan size. In terms of loan values, 41 percent of the mortgages were
availed of by the high-income group. Bigger loans enjoy bigger subsidies.
The conclusion is that the actual incidence of the housing subsidies
is regressive. It is bad enough that the incidence is regressive but the fact
that low-income members of the pension funds finance the subsidies
aggravates the situation. The low-income members shoulder the burden
of financing what rightfully is a government budgetary obligation.
Unsustainability
of the housing subsidy programs
Our analysis indicates the unsustainability of the housing programs.
This is explained by the huge fiscal requirement
in providing direct
subsidies, the leakage of the benefits to the unintended beneficiaries, and
distortions introduced into f'mancial markets that prevent the flow of the
private sector financing to the housing market. The expectation seems to
be that government should and can pour an indeterminate amount of
funds to the housing market notwithstanding
competing public policy
goals requiring funding support.
The study pointed out the perverse rent-seeking behavior triggered
by the housing subsidy schemes that hinder the achievement of the housing
policy goals and increase the fiscal costs of the housing programs. The
distortion introduced into the fmacial system by the incentive structure of
the subsidies discourages private sector financing that could have been
tapped for the government's housing program. Consequently, low-cost
housing became totally dependent on public sector resources and the
contributions of the members of the per*sion funds---sources of financing
that cannot adequately meet the huge housing
demand requirements.
I
.
The housing finance sytem, in pamcular, failed to direct private
secxor financing to low-cost housing because
of the inappropriate incentive
!
iI
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structure for private sector participation. The erroneous assumption seems
to be that the private financial markets will not touch low-cost housing
and thus, the need for an elaborate system of credit subsidies from the
taxpayer in order to make such housing available to low-income
households.
Toward an alternative housing subsidy scheme
There are alternative forms of subsidies that may be more efficient
than those presently provided. Alternative subsidy schemes should satisfy
criteria of transparency and effective targeting and should introduce, as
much as possible, the least distortion to the financial markets.
Targeting the most needy. The scarcity of public sector resources
imposes a budgetary constraint to any attempt to provide subsidies to
target clientele. To avoid a leakage of the subsidies to unintended
beneficiaries, the government must carefully target the intended clientele.
Targeting can be made more effective by (1) identifying the target clientele
based on a desired income level and (2) specifying a housing unit that is
appropriate to the requirements of a low-income household in order to
exclude the high-income group from capturing the subsidies. This approach
presumes that those who can avail of "economic" housing will not be
eligible for the subsidy. The government will provide a subsidy only for
"socialized" or low-cost housing demanded by a carefully targeted clientele.
Transparency
of the subsidy.
There is great merit in keeping
the subsidies transparent to society and policymakers. For one, society
can vote on whether a particular subsidy is meritorious, and if so, it can
also choose a particular magnitude consistent with the fiscal constraints
faced by society. The determination of what society can afford and sustain
is not a very difficuk exercise. The more difficult decision lies in targeting
the clientele, choosing between alternative forms of subsidies, determining
the relevant magnitude of the chosen subsidy and resisting the temptation
to promise more than what the economy can realistically
sustain.
Transparency also induces greater fiscal discipline on the part of bureaucrats
and legislators.
Budgetary
appropriation.
It is not equitable to use (private)
member-contributions
to fund government's social responsibility, unless
the government is determined to pay the members' funds their opportunity
cost. Under the UHLP approach, members' funds are not paid a competitive
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yield. In view of government's

fiscal constraint.s,

the line of least resistance

is to use contractual
savings to finance the ho_i.tsing programs. Awareness
of the funding requirements
to implement the subsidy and the evaluation
of competing
demands
for scarce pul_lic sector resources
contribute
to
greater fiscal discipline
and consensus
in society as to what particular
activity/activities
or which particular
members
of the community
merit
public subsidy. 56
Avoiding
distortions
in the credit markets.
There is a very large
literature on distortion in the credit markets brought about by subsidized
interest rates. The coneessionalil3r
in the interest rates of the government's
housing programs
is no exception.
On the other hand, a subsidy such as
a one-time capital grant or housing allowance
to well-targeted
households
does not interfere with the pricing of the loan based on market conditions.
It does not distort the credit markets. It neither encourages
credit rationing
that takes place when the Financial system is forced to provide concessional
loans to target borrowers.
In the latter case, the large borrowers
crowd
out the small borrowers
as banks become
more selective
in choosing
clients. On the other hand, formula lending leads to huge moral hazard
problems.
Formula lending has cultivated the culture of entitlement
to a
housing loan among borrowers. One result of formula lending is excessive
risk-taking by the loan originators who iironically do not bear any share in
the credit risks. Entitlement
to a loani also weakens
the willingness
to
repay a loan that is commonly
perceived
as a "government"
loan whose
payment
can be postponed
or never provided
at all!
Greaterlg_vate
sectorpartIclpatlom
it is important to eliminate
the incentive
problems
faced by various players, especially
the private
sector, in the housing
market. We recommend
the use of the private
banks' own resources for funding market-rated
mortgage loans to eligible
household-borrowers.
Thus, the banks, will screen the loan applicants
on
the basis of their creditworthiness
rather than relying on formula lending
to target clientele to generate
business for the bank. In this respect, the
government
may well consider a wholesale fund from which private banks
may rediscount
the promissory
notes generated
from the home mortgage
businessY

The wholesale

fund may be raised

if a designated

secondary

.s6Of course, this does not precludeuse of contractualsavings. However,we emphasize that
in fairness to members of the pension funds, the government must pay market rates of interestfor
the use of those savings.
.
,
_7Because government providesthe majorityequity, the privatebanks will rediscountsay,
only some 80 percentof the value of the promkssorynotes. The balance will be the riskmoney of
the bank in the transaction.
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market institution (such as the re-capitalized and strengthened NHMFC
or HDMF itself) borrows from pension fund members at market terms
through bond flotation, asset securitization, foreign borrowing, and other
fund raising activities. On the other hand, the private developers can
concentrate on their own area of comparative advantage--developihg
and building housing units. With a more efficient home mortgage market,
the developers would not have to worry about their own funds being tied
up to unliquidated takeouts. Potential borrowers may be encouraged to
save in the bank and accumulate deposits that may be used as equity to
a bank loan. The government may, in turn, put up a matching equity that
can be provided as a grant. This will lower the borrowing requirements
and subsequendy, the monthly loan amortizations, making the housing
loan affordable to targeted clientele.
An example of an alternative housing subsidy scheme
The provision of housing allowances has been a recommended
reform to housing policy in many countries (Fallis 1990). One form of
housing allowance is the "housing gap type", where the allowance received
by the/th household is calculated using the formula:
At = Ct - C2Y_
where Ct and C2 are parameters chosen by the government, and Yt is
household income. The gap allowance can be thought of as equal to the
gap between the cost of modest housing Cz and what the household
could reasonably be expected to spend on housing, C2 YtIn this approach, the government may give a one-time lump-sum
cash grant or transfer to the targeted household. The cash grant can be
used as downpayment for the purchase of a housing unit. The government
will, thus, give a direct subsidy to an intend_ed [beneficiary household to
improve its ability to purchase a housing unit rather than subsidize the
purchase of a housing unit through a subsidized loan.
The literature on small borrower credit markets indicates that the
problem of small borrowers lies not as much in the cost of credit but in
the accessibility of credit. More particularly, the purchase of a housing
unit tends to be lumpy and requires a relatively large amount of longterm cash outlay. This implies that access to formal credit, not the cost of
credit is the main problem faced by households. To make possible this
lumpy investment, a poor household will need a bank loan but finds that
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it is not accessible
because
of several
up the equity portion of the loan.
We, therefore,

propose,

reasons

a oneatime,

Housing Programs

such as its inability
lump-sum

capital

targeted households
as an alternative housing subsidy scheme.
will be given directly only to qualified low-income
household
for the acquisition
of owner-occupied
housing. 5s
The proposed
•

mandatory

one-time

capital grant has the following

minimum

savings

total cost of a low-cost
by the household;
•

a one-time
low-cost

capital
housing

of, for example,

housing

grant

unit deposited

of 20 percent

to eligible

households

to put
grant

to

This grant
and only

components:

5 percent

of the

in a bank chosen

of the total cost

of a

from the government

to be provided directly in thd form of a voucher, which, together
with the 5 percent
saviings,
constitutes
a 25 percent
downpayment
or equity for a low-cost housing unit; and
•

Under

participation of private and government
banks that will provide
a mortgage
loan
at market
rates
of interest
to the
eligible household.
59
this scheme,

the eligible

households

will assign

the voucher

to the private developer
or seller. The voucher, which can only be used
for home acquisition,
is redeemable
from the government.
The voucher
plus savings will be the downpayment
for a housing unit, with the balance
of the cost of the unit to be paid to the developer
by the mortgage bank.
The households
will then amortize the mortgage loan that is secured by a
lien on the unit. Note that the bigger the household's
savings, the bigger
Thissubsidyscheme is similarto a scheme'employed in.Indonesia and Chile.The households are given a one-time,lump sum grant. The grant is designed to be part of a downpayment or
equity on a low cost housing unit. The other component of the downpayment is the savings
households generated prior to avaflmentof the one-time grant, The qualified households are required to save in a bank. Together,the grant and sa_'ingsconstitute a downpayment of at least 25
percent of the total cost of the .housingunit. Market rates are charged on the homing loan (see
USAID_Policiesfor Financial.Housing ih Chile"(1995), Habitat "SustainableFinancing Strategies.
for Housing and UrbanDevelopment"(1996)and USAID/Indonesia"LumpSum Housing Subsidy
Fund Study"(1_5).
5_'Tofurther reduce the cost of borrowing,the government may choose to provide a larger
one-time capital grant. For example, the governmem may provide as much ms35 percent of the
equiv. This,plus the mandatory 5 percent savings in the concerned mortgagebank, will mean an
equity of as much as 40 percent_ Alternatively,household may be motivated to put up a larger
amount of savings as their equity. With this, the low-income household may be able to afford a
market-rated mortgage loan on the remaining60 percent of the cat of the housing unit.
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Those

who

cannot

get a housing

loan despite

Ho'_in 8 Programs"

the one-time

capital

grant should not be forced or encouraged
to get into debt. This is precisely
what the formula lending approach does: encourage
indebtedness
despite
the lack of capacity to repay a loan. 63 This is bad both for the borrower
and the lender because both lose under a shaky credit transaction.
Worse,
the ultimate lender, the low-income
members
of the pension
funds are
heavily penalized
by irresponsible
indebtedness
encouraged
among other
members.
Sharing

credit

risks is an important

condition

for the

integrity

of

credit market transactions.
The mandatory
savings and the one-time capital
grant will encourage
households
to repay the mortgage
loan. The
mandatory
savings and the matching
equity from the government
in the
form of one-time

capital

grant will create incentives

for timely repayment

of loans and efficient loan collection.
This will ensure the continuity
and
sustainability
of the government's
housing
program. The side bonus is
the accumulated
savings of households
in the formal financial
system
which will help address the economy's
huge savings-investment
gap. On
the other hand, the private banks will endeavor to originate creditworthy
loans. They can be allowed to rediscount
with the government
financial institutions
to wholesale
loan funds.
Rethinking

government's

role

their housing promissory
notes
which will provide them access

in the housing

marke#

The strategy of providing
credit subsidies through the financial system for the purchase
of housing units is not only costly but appears to be
unsustainable
in view of the huge, unmet demand
for those resources;
the inability to recover a large portion of the subsidized
loans; the substantial leakage
of benefits
to unintended
beneficiaries;
and fiscal constraints.
The prevailing
the potential
owner

bias for homeownership
regardless
of the ability of
or borrower
to repay the loan for home acquisition

rests on the wrong assumption.
Not everyone in society can afford to buy
and own a house.
There will always be a segment
of society too poor
and destitute to even think of purchasing
a housing unit but who need
decent shelter. The trouble with the bias for homeownership
and control
_-_
One can observe that this is good business fbr'loan originatorswho earn high origination
fees ,and tax exemptions, enjoy HIGC'sguarantees, and get reimbursement of their investments
through the takeout mechanism, in case of loan default or outright nonpayment of tim loans,
the losers are the borrowers, the N'_MFC,the funders; the National Government and ultimately,
the low;income members of the pension fimds.
('_Tkis and the succeeding paragraphs are taken fi'om Llanto (1998).
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over the rental market is that these invariably raise the cost of the National Shelter Program. The bias for the provision of economic or socialized housing raises huge expectations and motivate private economic
agents who benefit from the subsidy transfer schemes to lobby for more
subsidized funding to an unsustainable housing program.
The real problem, therefore, is not how to provide everyone a
house to own but to provide access to decent shelter through several
mechanisms: (1) renting; (2) ownership through purchase or private transfer; or (3) public housing to certain sectors of society (e.g., poorest of the
poor). For households to have access to decent shelter, housing markets
including housing f'mance markets, should be able to work efficiently.
In this light, the government should review its role in the housing
market. The housing market does not seem to efficiently function not
because of a lack of government presence in that market; rather, it is
inefficient because of very heavy government intervention that tends to
exclude private effort quite effectively. Thus, an important dimension
lost in the government's housing strategy is the critical role of the private
sector in the housing market, unless private resources are effectively and
efficiently harnessed and unless public sector resources are directed in a
transparent and measurable way to those households most in need, the
government shall continue to experience tremendous pressure to produce the resources to satisfy the huge, unmet demand. On the other
hand, allowing greater sector participation in the housing market and
providing for more competitive financial markets will enable the government to focus its scarce resources to the most needy households.
This points to the role of government to provide the policy and
regulatory environment for competitive housing markets, including competitive housing finance market. A market-oriented housing strategy seema
the only way to have a sustainable housing program that will make it
possible for a greater number of low-income'households
to have access
to decent sheker. A market-based housing ftnance that taps on contractual savings as source of long-term finance and allows the interest rate to
play its role of allocating credit resources should be considered. This
means that private financial institutions should be able to offer adjustable
mortgage loans even to socialized housing clients even as government
provides well-targeted, transparent subsidies to poor households.
At the
same time, freeing the rental market from arbitrary control should pave
the way for greater investments in housing.
Because of the scarcity of public sector resources, government housing effort, e.g., provision of subsidies, should focus mainly at the bottom
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40 percent of the income distribution in view of the poor households'
lack of access to decent shelter. It does not make sense to deploy scarce
public resources to serve the need of the nonpoor who do not need the
credit subsidies they now enjoy to access the housing credit markets.
There is also a need to address various supply side constraints, that
hamper the efficiency of the housing market. Escalating land prices drive
up the production cost of housing units. This constrains the production
of more affordable housing units. It has been estimated that the cost of
the housing lot constitutes more than 30 percent of the cost of the housing unit. Part of the explanation for rising land prices is the difficulty of
releasing more lands for housing due tO problems in establishing title to
raw land, assigning development rights over raw land owned by the
government and land conversion problems attendant to the agrarian reform program.
The country's zonal regulations, ibuilding code and infrastracture
standards are at par with those of other countries in a similar level of
development.
There is a need to re-examine them since unnecessary
regulations and overly strict standards could increase transaction cost in
the housing market and thus, unwittingly restrict the supply of housing.
Government, therefore, should ensure appropriate standards for cost,
design and materials for housing. New housing technologies that make
available decent shelter at least cost should be supported.
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